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Synopsis:

Maritime search and rescue (SAR) is an area which can
benefit from the constant advancements in unmanned aerial
vehicle (UAV) technology. Using UAVs to search an area can
serve as a replacement for a helicopter which is both cost
effective and can save time and thereby lives. The challenge
is to implement an interface for the incident commander, who
is the person in charge on the scene, to support the need
functionality while maintaining a high situational awareness,
performance and an appropriate workload.

Previous work on SAR operations have studied the effects
of conventional-, predictive- and virtual reality interfaces in
relation to situational awareness and workload. The results
showed that virtual reality increased situational awareness,
however the results for the effects of conventional vs
predictive interfaces were inconclusive, and more research
was suggested.

The research problem is to figure out what effect a predictive
human swarm interface will have on situational awareness,
workload and performance. A study is conducted to measure
these variables and experts are brought in to develop a set
of design guidelines.

The platform for the study is developed as a progressive
web application which will run on an iPad Pro. The study
was conducted with ten participants and through contextual
interviews with three experts.

The results of the study showed significant difference in hu-
man workload in favor of the predictive interfaces. Perfor-
mance measurements showed that the predictive intrusive
interface had the best performance. Furthermore design im-
plications developed in collaboration with experts are pre-
sented.

http://www.aau.dk
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Synopsis:

Vand redningsaktioner er et område som kan have gavn
af den konstante udvikling af drone teknologien. Brugen af
droner til at undersøge et område kan erstatte en helikopter
hvilket både spare penge og tid og derfor liv. Udfordringen er
at implementere en grænseoverflade for indsatslederen, som
er personen der leder aktionen på stedet, og understøtte den
ønskede funktionalitet mens der holdes en høj situationsfor-
nemmelse, ydeevne og en passende arbejdsbyrde.

Tidligere undersøgelser har studeret effekten af konventio-
nelle, forudsigende og virtuelle grænseflader i relation til
situationsfornemmelse og arbejdsbyrde. Resultaterne viste
at virtuel realitet forhøjede situationsfornemmelsen, men
resultaterne for effekten af konventionelle mod forudsigende
grænseflader var ikke afgørende, og flere undersøgelser blev
forslået.

Problemstillingen er at finde ud hvilken effekt et forudsigende
drone sværms grænseflade vil have på situationsfornemmel-
se, arbejdsbyrde og ydeevne. En undersøgelse er udført for
at måle disse variabler og eksperter er bragt ind for at udvikle
et set af design retningslinjer.

Platformen for undersøgelsen er udviklet som en progressiv
web applikation som vil køre på en iPad Pro. Undersøgelsen
var udført med ti deltagere og gennem kontekstuelle
interviews med 3 eksperter.

Resultaterne af undersøgelsen viste en afgørende forskel i
arbejdsbyrde til fordel for de forudsigende grænseflader. Ar-
bejdsbyrde målinger viste at den forudsigende påtrængen-
de grænseflade havde den bedste ydeevne. Derudover er
design implikationer udviklet i sammarbejde med eksperter
præsenteret.

Rapportens indhold er frit tilgængeligt, men offentliggørelse (med kildeangivelse) må kun ske efter aftale med

forfatterne.

http://www.aau.dk


Summary

This thesis project looks at the wicked problem of maritime search and research, which have

many moving parts that affect each other. Changing one element on a search and resource

operation can impact other areas, and taking on all aspects of the operation at once is impos-

sible. For this project, we have chosen to try and improve the rescue time when a person falls

into the water by replacing a considerable time-consuming factor, the rescue helicopter, with a

swarm of UAVs.

To gain insight into how a SAR operation was conducted, the emergency agency process in

northern Jutland was examined by interviews with key persons in the procedure. For the oper-

ation, there are two crucial people, the operations manager, and the incident commander. To

further limit this project’s scope, we will look at how to design the change in favor of the incident

commander.

A research platform is built to examine operators’ situational awareness and workload using a

human swarm interface to aid in locating missing persons in a maritime environment. The main

focus will be to see if having predictive elements in the interface helping the operator by using

machine intelligence to try and spot people in the water.

A user study was designed to measure the chosen aspects, where ten participants would go

through three variations of the interface. A conventional interface with no predictive elements,

and two predictive interfaces, one with an intrusive pop-up and one with a non-intrusive pop-up

for when the system found something of interest. The participants would run through a scenario

based on how a SAR operation is currently conducted, with the small addition of now having

the interface at their disposal.

During the project period, it was not possible to get enough domain experts to conduct a user

study, so therefore the study was conducted on engineering students. In order to get some

feedback from UAV experts, three expert reviews were conducted after the user study, which

included a co-design process. The expert review help identify problems that might not have

been discovered in the study and compare the system to the state-of-the-art systems and see

if something is missing.

The results of the study showed significant difference in human workload in favor of the predic-



tive interfaces. Performance measurements showed that the predictive intrusive interface had

the best performance. The project concludes with a list of usability concerns and implications

for design that we have found relevant for designing a human swarm interface, based on our

research, user study, and expert reviews.
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1 | Introduction

The use of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) to assist in different tasks is becoming increas-

ingly common as UAVs’ availability increases and the price declines. Search and rescue (SAR)

operations can benefit from the advancement in UAV technology if applied in a way that suits

the operation. In Denmark, 16 people died in 2019 during maritime SAR operations due to the

delay between the initial call and the rescue itself (Forsvarsudvalget, 2019). Today the emer-

gency services use boats, and in special cases helicopters, to rescue individuals who have

fallen into the water. The cost of SAR operations using a helicopter can exceed 60.000 Kr.

which could be negated if the helicopter was replaced by UAVs (Ørsborg Johansen, 2020).

Maritime search and rescue is a wicked problem (Buchanan, 1902) with many factors deter-

mining the outcome of the operation. There are many people involved and the operation itself

is a complicated process carefully designed to be as efficient as possible. This project will at-

tempt to reduce the total rescue time by reducing the time it takes to locate a missing person

and thereby save more lives by utilizing the rapid advancement in UAV and camera technology.

This project will not be a full solution to the problem, but it targets the searching part of the res-

cue process while the rest of the process is out of scope. Nowadays in maritime SAR operation

the EMA often deploys helicopters to locate the missing person. The helicopter is operated by

the danish military and it takes them between 8-12 minutes just to get airborne (Nordjylland,

2015). After they are airborne they need to navigate to the desired location from the military

base. These minutes are very critical in a maritime SAR operation and can easily be the differ-

ence between life and death. By applying a swarm of UAVs to a location like Aalborg Harbor

these minutes will be almost eliminated.

To apply UAVs in SAR operations it is necessary to implement a system capable of controlling

the UAVs during the SAR operation. Such a system needs an intuitive graphical user interface

(GUI) that is tailored to the specific needs of the operators to increase the chance of the opera-

tion succeeding. SAR operations require a high situational awareness (situational awareness)

from the incident commander (IC), and the system must implement the necessary tools to allow

a high situational awareness. The interface designed in this project is tailored to the needs of

the IC. The IC is leading the rescue team on the rescue boat and will therefore be using the

interface while located on a rapidly sailing boat. The context of which the interface is being

used poses clear challenges to the design and the device it is operated on, as it must be fully

functional in harsh environments.
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The study of this paper aims to address the research gap: What effect will predictive features

have on the situational awareness, performance and workload of the Incident Commander in

maritime SAR operations? This research gap has been a focus of some previous research,

however, there have not been studies to date that have provided evidence that predictive in-

terface elements have a positive effect on situational awareness and human workload. In this

work, we build upon previous studies to examine how some predictive interfaces features might

affect situational awareness and workload.

The contributions of this paper includes results from the user study in relation to situational

awareness, human workload and performance. Furthermore a set of implications for design of

future SAR interfaces is presented which encapsulates the findings from the study and expert

reviews. These contributions can set the foundation for further studies in the area of swarm

interfaces. While the results are gathered from a study focusing on SAR operations, some of

the findings can be generalized to other UAV interfaces.

This paper starts by summarizing the previous work done on the 9th semester, followed by a

preliminary analysis in Chapter 4. The method of the study is described in Chapter 5 which

includes the continued development of the system to get it ready for the study. The remainder

of the paper showcases the results in Chapter 6, discusses the study in Chapter 7 and ends

with a conclusion in Chapter 9. This report is a continuation of the 9th-semester software

project "Using UAVs to Aid Decision-Making and Enhance Situational Awareness in Maritime

SAR Operations" (Jensen et al., 2020), which sets the groundworks for two separate yet similar

projects to be further researched. This report makes out one of those projects and will work

upon the results in (Jensen et al., 2020).

The purpose of (Jensen et al., 2020) was to investigate how a UAV swarm system interface

could be designed to help the people in charge of maritime SAR operations and the first re-

sponders on-site at the scene. In particular, it is looked at how to raise situational awareness

and minimize the user group’s mental workload to aid them in quick and precise decision mak-

ing. To narrow the focus of the maritime SAR scope, the SAR operations at the emergency

services in North Jutland, "Nordjyllands Beredskab", was put into focus.

Nordjyllands Beredskab’s maritime SAR operations consist of several people and many tasks.

The two most important persons of the operations are the Operations Manager, who first re-

ceives the call, and the Incident Commander, who is the highest-ranked first responder on-site
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and is in charge of the operation. These two persons were interviewed in connection with the

project to determine how a SAR operation is conducted in their organization, which tasks and

roles it consists of, and where it would be helpful to utilize a UAV swarm and how such a system

should function. To get an overview of a typical maritime SAR operation, please consult Figure

1.1. Here the operation is outlined for the traditional approach where a helicopter is applied.

However, the proposed process involving a UAV Swarm is also outlined.
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Figure 1.1: Traditional vs UAV operation
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Through the related research, three main findings that guide our work include results to suggest

that increased automation of swarms can reduce the mental workload of the operators, predic-

tive interfaces can help increase situational awareness, and that a task-specific interface helps

both on the situational awareness and the workload of the operator. It was noticed that the

existing research only focused on utilizing a single interface to solve a task using UAV swarms,

often using task specialized interfaces. Interestingly none of the studies we encountered in-

volved the more complex team coordination and specialization observed with the EMA.

In the present day operations, the Operations Commander, Incident Commander, and heli-

copter pilot all have different views into the data. This specialization and segmentation enable

the large rescue task to be broken into smaller sub-tasks taken up by each team’s roles. For

Nordjyllands Beredskab, it was concluded that having two interfaces, one for the Operations

Manager and one for the Incident Commander, each designed specifically for their tasks and

work environment, would benefit their SAR operations.

The base system, along with the elicited requirements, was used in two expert reviews, which

purpose was to obtain feedback on the already built system and find missing requirements for

the role-specific interfaces. With the input from the two experts, the requirements were revised

to correct or add new requirements, making the results and contribution of (Jensen et al., 2020)

a set of requirements or design suggestions, both for a general system but also role-specific

for the Operations Manager and Incident Commander, along with a base system which can be

adapted in several ways to create a single system.



2 | Related Work

The related work in this report will summarize some of the research done in (Jensen et al.,

2020) where forward snowballing was used with (Hocraffer and Nam, 2017) as the starting

point. This chapter discusses research papers that concern Human Swarm Interfaces, situa-

tional awareness, human workload, and its measurement. Therefore the relevant related work

to this thesis and their state-of-the-art contributions are outlined in this chapter.

Research into Human-Swarm Interfaces is still a relatively new research area in Computer Sci-

ence. However, there still exists a comprehensive range of articles studying a multitude of

aspects related to human swarm interfaces. (Mi and Yang, 2013) defines four Levels of Au-

tomation (LOA) which describes how active the operator is in controlling the swarm. There are

Fully Autonomous which can operate without an operator. Then there is Machine- and Human-

Oriented Semi-Autonomous wherein the machine-orientated system makes most decisions but

informs the operator in special needs. In human-oriented, the system continuously informs and

relies on the operator. The last level is Manual Operation, in which the operator is in complete

control.

(Hocraffer and Nam, 2017) finds that humans are better at the high-level and more abstract skill,

where swarm systems excel at skills there are more computationally intense. This suggests that

currently, the optimal LOA would be a semi-autonomous system where the operator is acting

as a supervisor and prioritizing tasks, while the system takes care of tasks like navigation and

detecting itself.

2.1 Situational Awareness & Human Workload

A high situational awareness is important in SAR operations, and research must be done to un-

derstand the concept fully. This section aims to summarize the work already conducted within

the field regarding situational awareness and the affecting factors. (Hussein and Abbass, 2018)

states that situational awareness and workload are both significant factors when trying to better

decision making and enhance human performance. (Riley and Strater, 2006) found a significant

correlation between a high situational awareness and strong human decision making, which di-

rectly affected the overall performance, and poor situational awareness had a negative impact.

While having a high situational awareness does increase the probability of good performance,

it is not a guarantee in itself according to (Endsley and Jones, 1997).
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To increase situational awareness, it is crucial to have the right amount of workload as having

too high or too low of a workload can negatively affect the operator. (Hocraffer and Nam, 2017)

states that raising the level of automation in the system will decrease the workload and allow

for a higher situational awareness. A high level of automation will reduce the need for operator

intervention and give them time to do other tasks. However, this could lead to a situation where

the operator is purely monitoring the system and not doing any interactions, leading to boredom.

(Cummings et al., 2014) argues that boredom decreases situational awareness as operators

distract themselves with their phones or other forms of entertainment. This is closely related to

the findings of (Hussein and Abbass, 2018) as they found that too high a level of automation

can result in "out-of-the-loop" problems where the operator has lost the broad overview of the

situation and is unable to make proper decisions. This indicates that the level of automation

can neither be too high or too low if a good situational awareness is to be maintained.

In (Hou et al., 2011) Intelligent Adaptive Interfaces (IAI) and Adaptive Intelligent Agents were

used to increase situational awareness and decrease human workload. The paper explains

that adaptive interfaces are driven by intelligent agents (automation), which aid in decision-

making and thereby alters the workload level. The main challenges in regards to designing an

Intelligent Adaptive Interface are discussed and listed as seen below.

• What are the reliable and cost-efficient IAI development methods?

• What are the universal usability principles that do not lead users’ expectations astray?

• How and when can intelligence substantially improve the interaction?

• How do we evaluate whether the system supports users’ real tasks?

• How do we design authoring tools to enable easy development and maintenance of the

intelligent parts of the system (scalability)?

Each of these challenges has to be thought of when developing the intelligent interface. The

paper also provides conceptual models and theories for building Intelligent Adaptive Interfaces,

which can be used when designing the predictive aspects of the system. The paper does not

conduct a user study to test the effectiveness of the interfaces as opposed to the intention of

this project.

Work has also been done to figure out how to measure the situational awareness and work-

load effectively. When measuring situational awareness, the SAGAT method is a well-regarded
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method to use in studies. SAGAT stands for "Situation Awareness Global Assessment Tech-

nique" and was developed by (Endsley, 1988). SAGAT works by freezing the task at random

during the given tasks and have the operator answer a few questions right away. The operators’

responses are then checked up against the correct answers, which allows the measurement of

the situational awareness. To do SAGAT, the correct answers must be known beforehand, and

the task must be able to be put on pause without any undesired side effects.

To measure workload, it is possible to use the NASA-TLX method, which is a self-assessment

technique (Hart and Staveland, 1988). Each participant is given a questionnaire after complet-

ing the tasks to assess their workload during the task. NASA-TLX asks the participants to rate

the workload using the following six categories: Mental Demand, Physical Demand, Temporal

Demand, Performance, Effort, and Frustration Level. A description accompanies each category

to limit any misunderstandings of the category. The participants are asked to mark an x on a

scale from low to high. The scale is a value from 0 to 100. However, this fact is not known to

the participant. The result of the questionnaire is a workload score which is the product of a

weighted calculation. An example is seen in Figure 2.1

Figure 2.1: An example of a NASA-TLX questionnaire (Hart and Staveland, 1988)

In (Agrawal et al., 2020) it is mentioned that there are nine demons of situational awareness.

These demons are pitfalls that designers should consider and avoid when designing interfaces

to ensure high situational awareness. The nine demons are presented in Figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.2: Situational Awareness Demons - (Agrawal et al., 2020)
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2.2 Predictive Interfaces

In related HCI research, it is stated that predictive interfaces are an effective tool to enhance

the situational awareness of the operator. However, when it comes to research within human

swarm interfaces, no clear results prove such a hypothesis. In (Roldán Gómez et al., 2017)

four different human swarm interfaces are developed, and their performances in relation to

situational awareness and human workload are tested and compared. The four interfaces they

develop are classified as follows:

1. Conventional

2. Predictive conventional

3. Virtual reality

4. Predictive virtual reality

The predictive interface developed in (Roldán Gómez et al., 2017) is seen in Figure 2.3. More

specifically, the predictive element of this interface is the warning triangle seen on the red UAV,

which alerts the operator that the system finds a possible risk. In this paper, and in general, the

approach when dealing with predictive interfaces is to interpret the UAVs as sources of informa-

tion. The predictive element of the interface is then to filter that information. Furthermore, the

paper also presents a set of design guidelines on decreasing the operator’s human workload.

This is mainly done by adjusting the LoA, i.e., having the system do more of the work instead

of the operator. The human swarm interface design guidelines presented in this paper are as

follows:

• Resistance to weather, environment, and harsh conditions.

• Reduction of the amount of information.

• Adaptation to the preferences of the operator.

• Guidance of operator attention to relevant information.

• Integration of robot position, health, status, and measurements in the same displays.

• Use of maps to show information about robots and missions.
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Figure 2.3: The predictive conventional interface developed in (Roldán Gómez et al., 2017)

In (Roldán Gómez et al., 2017) they conduct a series of experiments to analyze the perfor-

mance of the four interfaces. For the experiments, they recruited 24 participants, and the

NASA-TLX and SAGAT questionnaires are used to analyze and measure situational aware-

ness and human workload. The analysis reveals that the four interfaces perform very similarly,

i.e., there is no significant difference in the operator’s situational awareness and human work-

load. The two interfaces with no predictive layer performed slightly better than the interfaces

with predictive layers. The study also shows that the virtual reality interfaces performed better

than the conventional interfaces. However, virtual reality interfaces are not considered for this

project, as virtual reality interfaces are unsuitable for harsh environments like rescue boats. It

would also limit the IC’s possibility of communicating with his team and orientating outside the

virtual reality interface. Furthermore, in (Hocraffer and Nam, 2017) it is stated that predictive

interfaces are likely to reduce errors of the operator.

2.3 Task-Specific Interfaces

UAVs can be used for a wide range of tasks and operations, as they are versatile in their func-

tionality and exist in all forms and sizes, which makes them attractive in many areas. This has

lead to a lot of research into how to control UAVs and how such systems should be interacted

with by humans. However, utilizing swarms of UAVs is still a relatively new area of interest,
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but having several UAVs working together to solve a single task leads to faster completion and

allows the use of UAVs in more complex and more extensive tasks.

The article (Hocraffer and Nam, 2017) has done a comprehensive survey into the existing re-

search of UAV swarm management and looks at challenges, limitations, and advantages of the

current systems and research. One of the articles it has revived is (Peschel and Murphy, 2013),

which looks at some of the roles in different missions or operations that utilize UAV swarms and

which systems are used. (Peschel and Murphy, 2013) found that providing custom interfaces

explicitly tailored for the operators’ tasks improved the performance of the operator and reduced

the error rate of the mission.

(Hocraffer and Nam, 2017) reviews three articles more about custom interfaces, one where

a commercial interface is compared against a custom-built interface which resulted in a more

comprehensive and intuitive interface for the operators. The last two articles looked at how

UAV swarms could help firefighters find their way in smoke-filled buildings. Both found that a

custom-made interface integrated into the firefighters’ gear yielded the best results.

This shows that a custom build interface for the specific task at hand helps operator perfor-

mance and could have an impact on the operator’s situational awareness and mental workload

by having tools and elements focused on assisting the operator do concrete actions and only

showing the relevant information for the operation opposed to displaying all information and

generic tools.
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3.1 Research Problem

This section discusses the current research and technology, as well identify and formulate the

missing gap in the existing research. Finally the intended contributions of this project are out-

lined. Looking at the existing research within the field it it clear that having a high situational

awareness can result in better decision making and increase performance. Workload has a

direct effect on situational awareness, however the correct amount of workload can vary. Ad-

justing the level of automation can adjust the workload for the operator, but too much automa-

tion can cause issues. There is conflicting research about predictive interfaces and their effect

on situational awareness, and papers have encouraged further studies to help understand the

effects of predictive interfaces better. As described in (Jensen et al., 2020) the research gap

being addressed is:

What effect will predictive features have on the situational awareness and workload of the Inci-

dent Commander in maritime SAR operations?

In (Roldán Gómez et al., 2017) the same research problem is addressed, however they fail to

prove their hypothesis about predictive interfaces having a positive effect on situational aware-

ness. Since the existing research fail to give evident contributions to the research problem there

is still basis for conducting more research on that specific topic, which is the intention of this

report.

This project is addressing the research gap found in our 9th semester project which is pre-

sented above. However this report will focus on contributing to the research about the effects

of predictive interfaces using the IC’s role in the system by creating a custom interface tailored

specifically to his tasks.
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4.1 Process Model

This section will discuss the choice of process model for this project. In the previous semester

described in Jensen et al. (2020) a home grounds analysis was conducted to evaluate if the

project fit an agile or a plan driven approach. The analysis revealed that the project fits well

with an agile approach. However the team size has changed along with the focus of the project

which warrants a reevaluation of the previous analysis. The home grounds analysis evaluates

a project using 5 axes of different criteria to determine if the project is suited for an agile or

plan driven approach. The axes include Personnel, criticality, size, culture and dynamism. The

group did a self assessment of each criteria and filled out the polygon seen in Figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1: Home Grounds analysis

The results of the analysis are very similar to the one conducted last semester however the size

and criticality axes have changed. The team size has been reduced from six to three members

and the criticality has been increased from Discretionary Funds to Single life. The reason be-

hind this change is the new analysis looks at the project as if it was to be used in a real world

setting, whereas the old analysis looked at the project as a non deployable project.
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The analysis revealed the project is still suitable for an agile approach despite the high critical-

ity. The group decided to continue the Scrum approach with the addition of pair programming

where possible. Pair programming will ensure a higher quality of programming and save time

on subsequent code reviews. All roles, artifacts and meetings are in full effect as per the 3-5-3

process of scrum (Schwaber and Sutherland, 2017). The backlog is maintained on GitHub and

each user story is assigned story points during the planning meeting using planning poker. The

amount of story points the group is able to handle per sprint will be monitored and the planning

will be adjusted accordingly.

All three members are a part of the development team while one member has been designated

as the scrum master. The stakeholder Robotto functions as a product owner as described in

section 4.2. Robotto will however not be present on a daily basis as the Scrum guide recom-

mends, but meetings will be held where the direction of the product is discussed.

4.2 Stakeholders

This section presents the two stakeholders of this project. The two stakeholders are the third

party company Robotto and the emergency management agency (EMA) in North Jutland called

Nordjyllands Beredskab.

4.2.1 Nordjyllands Beredskab

Nordjyllands Beredskab is the emergency management agency in North Jutland and there-

fore they are responsible for carrying out maritime SAR operations in Aalborg. On the pre-

specialization project in the fall 2020 Nordjyllands Beredskab was also a stakeholder. As Nord-

jyllands Beredskab is the intended user of the interface, the information gathered from them

through phone meetings and emails will be used in the design process.(Beredskab, 2020).

Today there are two different approaches within the EMA when dealing with maritime SAR

operations. The first approach is applied in cases where the missing person is deemed to be

within close proximity of the rescue boat. Here both the search and the rescue parts are carried

out by the rescue team in the rescue boat. In cases where the there is a higher uncertainty

about the location of the missing person, the EMA will have the danish military launch a heli-

copter to assist in the search of the missing person. The helicopter search is the part that could

potentially be replaced by a UAV swarm (Jensen et al., 2020).
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4.2.2 Robotto

Robotto is a third party breakout company based on a bachelor project from Aalborg Univer-

sity. Robotto are dealing mostly with UAV wildfire detection but are interested in expanding

to maritime SAR operations (Robotto, 2020). In the pre-specialization project Robotto acted

like the product owner and they will do so for this master thesis project. Since Robotto is a

professional company that exclusively works with utilizing UAVs they have a lot of experience

and knowledge they can share which can enhance the quality of this thesis.

4.3 Hardware

This section will discuss the hardware needed for the IC interface to become a reality, as well

as present the equipment used in the project and which hardware will be used in the user study.

For an actual implementation of the interface which could be used in its intended setting some

special hardware is needed. Due to the harsh environment of the IC’s location during a SAR

operation, the hardware needs to be able to withstand being wet and possible handled roughly

as everything need to happen fast, and there is no place for delicate equipment which break

easily. Because of the harsh environment, the IC will more likely than not wear protection

against the weather often including gloves. (Jensen et al., 2020) states the interface should be

operable by touch and physical buttons. This implies that the hardware used should provide

both touch and button inputs which should be functional even if the IC is wearing gloves.

4.3.1 Rugged Tablets

Figure 4.2: Getac UX10

One option for these requirements could be a rugged tablet,

which is tablet size computer designed for use in commer-

cial purposes such as warehouses or more harsh outdoor

work. Rugged tablets often have an hard exterior casing

with rubber covering in order to be able to withstand being

handled roughly, and most of them also have a touch screen

which can be used with gloves on. Some of the tablets also

comes with a few physical buttons already integrated into

the tablet, while the rest of them still offers the possibility to

extend the functionality via I/O ports on the tablet. One option for a rugged tablet is the Getac

UX10 seen in Figure 4.2, which offers physical buttons and a touch display which can be used
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with gloves.

Another option for rugged tablets is to take an normal tablet and install it into a special case

which will protect the tablet from the environment, but normal tablets normally do not function

well with gloves unless they have conductive elements in them.

4.3.2 Avionics

Figure 4.3: Garmin G1000

Another option which could be used for the display is avion-

ics displays which are highly customizable displays with

touch screens and a wide range of connected buttons and

dials. An example of an avionics display can be seen in Fig-

ure 4.3, which is the Garmin G1000 display. These displays

focus on high functionality and fine tuning often providing

the user with a massive amount of options within the dis-

play, by nesting menus in menus which is navigated by the buttons at the bottom of the display.

As the Garmin G1000 is used in critical settings like airplane cockpits it provides a solid basis

that tablets like an iPad is valid to use in critical situations.

The avionics displays are designed with expert users in mind, and expects of its users to know

and understand the functionality and operations that the display offers. The displays however

are not handheld devices or designed to be slashed with water, and it is not certain that the

touch will work with gloves on either. The fact that the display is not handheld is not a huge

problem as a solution which would be integrated into the boat is also a possibility, but the fragile

nature of the display might not be suitable for the environment this project is set to be used in.

4.3.3 Hardware Availability

To conduct the user study later in the project it is necessary to get a tablet which fits the require-

ments of the study. The group reached out to AAU’s equipment office and got a list of available

tablets. AAU has tablets from many different vendors including Lenovo, Samsung, Acer and

Apple. However all the available tablets are running either Android OS or iOS where the group

prefers a Windows OS for compatibility with 3rd party hardware accessories. Android and iOS

tablets are still an option if no other alternative proves to be better.

The group has an iPad Pro available as another option, however iOS is not known for great

compatibility with 3rd party hardware which might limit accessory options, however the iPad
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Pro should have improved compatibility compared to its predecessors. Using a personal tablet

will give the group more control and avoid spending AAU’s funds to buy a completely new tablet.

4.3.4 Choice of Hardware

For the user study of this project the group has chosen to use the iPad Pro as the device to run

the interface. The reason behind this choice takes its starting point in the fact that the goal of

this project is to conduct a user study to investigate a hypothesis, i.e. the goal is not to release a

complete system. Therefore, it is sufficient to select the available iPad Pro. One of the benefits

of selecting the iPad Pro is that it takes almost no time to build and run a PWA on an iPad.

In the requirements found in Section 5.1 it is seen that the device is required to have physical

buttons as a supplement to the touchscreen, as the interface is to be operated in harsh envi-

ronments. This requirements can still be fulfilled using an iPad Pro since it is compatible with

3rd party hardware meaning that a device with physical buttons can easily be connected to the

iPad Pro. By doing so a device with physical buttons can be simulated for the conduction of the

user story.
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5.1 Requirements

This section provides an overview of the design considerations and requirements gathered from

the previous work and the additional requirements elicited through analysis and new interviews.

These considerations will influence the design choices, and the requirements will be the foun-

dation for implementing the system used for the user study. Each requirement’s relevancy is

evaluated before the user study, and the relevant requirements will be implemented before the

study commences. The feedback from the study will lead up to a revision of the requirements.

5.1.1 Interviews

This section presents the conducted interviews concerning this project and discusses the key

points gathered from the interviews that shape the future study. In the 9th semester pre-

specialization project, a number of interviews were conducted (Jensen et al., 2020). At the

beginning of the semester, an interview with the IC at Nordjyllands Bredskab was conducted to

gather initial requirements. At the end of the semester, two interviews were conducted with An-

ders La Cour-Harbo and Robotto, respectively. La Cour-Harbo is a leading expert within UAV

research on Aalborg University and Robotto, the product owner of the project as discussed in

Section 4.1 and 4.2. These interviews act like expert reviews of the system, and they yielded

a set of general requirements and a set of role-specific requirements for the IC interface. The

requirements are presented below.

5.1.2 Requirements Gathering

In the (Jensen et al., 2020) report, a general set of requirements was elicited along with a group

of specific requirements for the IC interface. The general requirements are seen in Appendix

A.6, and the IC requirements are listed below.

1. The interface shall be predictive and notify the IC of critical situations.

2. The interface shall provide components with a focus on easy interaction.

3. The system shall be operated on a device resistant to harsh maritime environments.

4. The system shall be able to receive information from the OM.

5. The device shall be operable by physical input components.
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6. The device shall be operable with gloves on, such that the operator does not need to take

off protective gear to operate the device.

7. The interface shall show the location of the IC on the map, such that the IC can gain a

better overview of the operation.

8. The interface shall only show the essential information for the IC. The information is easy

to find, and the operator is not confused with multiple kinds of information.

These requirements were elicited from the research into related works and interviews con-

ducted with Nordjyllands Beredskab in (Jensen et al., 2020), this report will not focus much on

fulfilling the general requirements as the base system already has fulfilled a large portion of

them, and continuing on these requirements does not necessarily add value for the study in

this report.

5.1.3 Design Considerations & Requirements

This section presents the design considerations of the IC interface and system. To catego-

rize the requirements, they have been split up into functional and non-functional requirements.

Functional requirements describe what the system must do, while non-functional requirements

define the constraints (Helen Sharp, 2019). The design requirements in focus for this project

are the ones that will affect the upcoming user study. The final list of requirements making out

the design rationale is seen below.

Functional Requirements

1. The interface shall support a predictive layer that notifies the IC of potential persons in

the water.

2. The interface shall support a conventional interface without the predictive aspects.

3. The system shall be able to simulate an ongoing rescue situation.

(a) The system shall simulate live video feeds by playing pre-recorded videos.

(b) The system shall simulate UAVs moving on the map.

(c) The system shall simulate a sailing boat on the map.

4. The system shall be operated on a device resistant to harsh maritime environments.

5. The device shall be operable by physical input components.
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6. The interface shall show the location of the IC on the map, such that the IC can gain a

better overview of the operation.

7. The system shall support logging of events to allow for easy time measurements.

Non Functional Requirements

1. The interface shall provide components with a focus on easy interaction.

2. The device shall be operable with gloves on, such that the operator does not need to take

off protective gear to operate the device.

3. The interface shall only show the essential information for the IC. The information is easy

to find, and the operator is not confused with multiple kinds of information.

4. The workload should not be higher than the IC can handle.

The requirements listed above will lay the foundation for the upcoming implementation of this

master thesis project. The coming section presents prototypes for the interface design. These

prototypes are based on the requirements given in this section.

5.2 Research Platform

This section aims to show the intended design of the interface through prototypes. The pro-

totypes will be the foundation for the frontend design. The prototypes aim to account for the

requirements elicited in section 5.1. The main priority is to make the interface easy to use on

the tablet described in Section 4.3. The interface has two types of screens which will be shown

to the IC depending on the status of the operation.

While searching in an active SAR operation the search screen is shown which includes a map

with the location of the boat and UAVs, and selectable live feeds as seen in Figure 5.1. The

interface has been simplified and irrelevant information has been removed, which should give a

better overview compared to the design shown in the previous semester (Jensen et al., 2020).

The map is draggable to allow the operator to adjust the shown area, and each UAV is labeled

with a number which is also shown in the corner of the corresponding live feed. When clicking a

live feed it will jump into focus in the bottom right corner, to allow the IC to have a closer look at

the live feed. The live feed section has been moved to the bottom of the screen as a horizontal

bar instead of the previous vertical bar to accommodate for the aspect ratio of the live feeds.

The live feeds can also be selected using input from the hardware buttons instead of using the

touch display in case of harsh conditions or incompatible gloves.
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Figure 5.1: Initial search screen prototype

Figure 5.2 shows the interface when a body is located in the water by a UAV in the system.

When compared to Figure 5.1 it is seen that the person is displayed on the map alongside

a direction, distance and angle. The live video feed of the UAV that has located the body is

enlarged compared to the search screen.
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Figure 5.2: Initial prototype of when a body is located

As the interface should support predictive elements, there needs to be a way for the system to

notify the IC when and if something is detected that he needs to address. As seen in Figure

5.3 this will be an info card which will show the livefeed containing the object, and a short text

explaining which UAV triggered the notification. At the bottom three buttons are seen. One to

confirm the prediction, one to ignore it, and one to get a better view of the livefeed. The confirm

and ignore will both close the box, but if confirm is selected there should still be elements on

the map aiding the IC in reaching the person.
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Figure 5.3: Info Card notifying about detection

5.3 Incident Commander Platform

This section describes the choices behind the system implementation in preparation for the

user study. There are three main areas that have been improved to get a functional Demo up

and running. The three areas consist of the study simulation on the backend, the graphical

changes made to the frontend, and the added machine intelligence to enable detecting of a

person on the live feeds. The following sections describe each of the three areas in detail and

discuss the choices made. The part of the system being simulated can be seen in Figure 5.4.
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Figure 5.4: System Overview

5.3.1 Human Swarm Interface

Our 9th semester project (Jensen et al., 2020) resulted in a generic interface that could be

adapted to the needs of the IC. Furthermore, a list of requirements elicited from expert inter-

views is also provided. Based on the findings in (Jensen et al., 2020) the prototypes in Section

5.2 was made with the focus that it should be viewed on an iPad Pro. This Section will cover

how the generic interface was adapted to look like the prototypes, and utilizing the touch inter-

face that the iPad Pro provides, as well as be able to be controlled by using a connected set of

physical buttons

The final interface is seen in Figure 5.5. It is close to the design of the prototypes but deviates

in few areas, having access to run it on an iPad Pro gave a better understating of how the

elements in the interface should be put together.
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Figure 5.5: The final interface

The development of the interface was done over three development sprints, each taking about

two weeks. The first sprint was focused on getting the interface to look as much as possible

like the prototypes and fulfilling the requirements. The second sprint focused on the predictive

elements of the interface, both the artificial intelligence, which is discussed in Section 5.3.2

and how the predictions should be expressed in the interface. The last sprint focused on fixing

bugs and missing features, which was found by having a run-through of the system in the group.

The interface consists of multiple isolated UI elements and is dependent on services to provide

it with cross-functionality and data. The primary elements of the interface are described in the

following sections.

The Livefeed element:

Figure 5.6: Livefeed Element

The live feed element seen in Figure 5.6 will stream a single

live feed from a provided URL. The UAV that the feed be-

longs to can easily be identified by the circle in the top left

corner. The number in here is the number of the UAV the

feed belongs to.

For the purpose of the user study, this component will also activate the predictive elements in

the interface. Suppose the player is given a URL that has been appended with a prediction.

In that case, it will then, based on static timestamp, activate the predictive elements when the
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video reaches this timestamp.

The Livefeeds Bar:

Figure 5.7: The Livefeeds bar

The live feeds bar seen above in Figure 5.7 consists of up to eight different live feeds and then

a larger view of one of the feeds. The number of live feeds, their size, and the larger view’s size

is a delicate balance as the bar can not take up to much of the screen space, but it still needs to

contain enough feeds without the feeds being so small that you can’t see details in them. The

correct balance and sizes were found by trial and error on the iPad Pro to have the right sizes

for the screen.

As mentioned, there is a large view in the bar. Any of the eight feeds can be selected for this

by either touching / clicking a feed or navigating to a feed using the numpad keys (4,5,6,8) and

pressing Enter on the feed. The feed currently being displayed in the large view will be marked

with a green border to indicate that it is the selected feed.

The Fullscreen view:

A third view of a live feed in the interface is the fullscreen view. This view can be activated by

double-clicking/touching or pressing Enter again on an already selected feed in the live feed

bar.
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Figure 5.8: The fullscreen view

When opening the fullscreen view, the feed will open in a popup, taking up most of the screen

space as seen in Figure 5.8. This option offers a much larger view of a feed if the user is in doubt

or needs a better look at something on a feed and can be closed again by touching/clicking on

the red circle floating under the view or pressing Enter again.

The Map and its markers:

Figure 5.9: The Map
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The map seen in Figure 5.9 is the main element in the interface taking up the most space.

The map is responsible for showing the position of all the moving parts in the system, such as

the UAVs, the boat, and the located person. The map itself is an embedded version of google

maps, with a custom styling on it. The custom styling sets the colors of the map but also re-

moves all the company markers and text from the map, as this is unnecessary information for

the IC.

The UAV Marker

Figure 5.10: UAV marker

The UAVs in the system are represented by the marker seen in Figure

5.10. The marker contains the UAVs identification number in the cen-

ter, and then from emerging from the marker is a 90-degree cone rep-

resenting the orientation that the UAV is pointing. Next to the marker

is two labels, the first one shows the distance to the boat, and the

second one is the bearing from the boat to the UAV. These labels

help the IC get an overview of the UAVs’ positioning and quickly navigate to one of them if

needed.

The UAV markers can also have different colors, orange representing an idle state and green

representing an active state such as searching.

The Person Marker

Figure 5.11: Person Marker

The person marker is placed on the map after a prediction has been

confirmed. It indicates the person’s current position based on the

UAV that detected the person in the water. The pin is placed in front

of the UAV and is red to draw extra attention to it. The marker does

not currently have any distance and bearing label as it would often overlap with the label of the

UAV. The difference between the person and the drone is negligible, and creating new labels is

deemed unnecessary.

The Boat Marker

Figure 5.12: Boat marker

The boat marker seen in Figure 5.12 is represented by a boat icon

and has an orientation cone the same way that the UAVs have. The

boat marker is there to help determine where the IC is located in re-

lation to the UAVs and the found person and the orientation cone,

which allows him to get a sense of which direction the UAVs are with-

out looking at a compass.
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The Info card

Figure 5.13: Info Card

The info card is a popup that appears on the screen’s right-

hand side when the predictive interface is active. It is trig-

gered by object detection on the live feeds. The card in-

cludes the feed that triggered the popup to prevent the IC

from finding the feed in the live feed bar himself. The info

card asks the IC to either confirm or ignore the detection of

the object or view the feed in full screen. If the IC confirms

the detection, a new pin will appear on the map to show the

detected object’s location as described above. If the detection is ignored, nothing will happen,

and the info card will disappear. The info card is seen on Figure 5.13

For more details on how some of these elements are implemented consult the sprint logs in

Appendix A.1 and A.2. The elements in the interface rely on a few services to get the required

data and work in sync with each other. The most important services are:

• The UAV service:

Will request information about the UAVs in the backend system to provide the interface

with the UAVs positions and statuses. This information is updated once every second.

• The Predictive service:

Offers the functionality to have elements only be visible when a prediction has been made,

along with a way to tell if a prediction has been made and which UAV the prediction

belongs to.

• The Map service:

Contains functionality regarding the map and mathematics dealing with GPS navigation.

The interface contains more services providing the elements with functionality or data, the

services created or changes in this project can be read more about in Appendix A.1 and A.2.

5.3.2 Convolutional Neural Network

This section describes the use and reasoning behind the implementation of a convolutional

neural network. As defined by Section 5.1, the system must be predictive to inform the IC

about critical situations. As soon as that requirement was elicited, it became clear that the

system needs artificial intelligence to assist in detecting human beings on the live feeds. For
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the implementation, the group had two options going forward. Make a new Deep Neural Net-

work from scratch, do the training on personal hardware, or find a suitable framework with the

functionality needed for this project.

The first option of creating a neural network from scratch is interesting. However, very time

consuming. While the group has previously made a convolutional network from scratch, includ-

ing the training in (Jensen et al., 2018), it would still require a lot of research to acquire the

latest knowledge on the technology and ways of deep learning. Optimization would also be a

challenge as the created prediction model will have to run on several live feeds simultaneously

in real-time. Gathering a data set for the training could also prove difficult as several thousands

of images are required to train an effective neural network.

The second option of finding a suitable framework is more realistic with the given time frame.

By using an existing neural network, the group can skip the process of finding a data set and

training the new model. Finding the proper framework is essential as it needs to have the

right training to look for humans in the water, and it needs to be fast. After weighing each

option’s pros and cons, the group decided to go with option two and find a framework instead

of spending time creating one from scratch, which is a whole project in itself. The search for a

suitable framework came to an end with YOLOv3.

YOLOv3 - Object Detection and Classification

YOLOv3 is the third iteration of a convolutional neural network with object detection and multi-

label classification (Redmon and Farhadi, 2018). YOLO goes through several steps during the

processing of an image, the first being bounding box prediction. The coordinates for each cor-

ner of the bounding box are calculated to encapsulate the object. Several bounding boxes may

contain the same object. However, an objectness score is calculated for each box using logistic

regression, and the box with the best fit is kept going forward. Logistic regression is a method

used to determine a true or false value for a given prediction (Swaminathan, 2018). In this

case, the logistic regression will return 1 if the bounding box is the best fit for the object.
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Figure 5.14: Darknet53

Once the bounding boxes have been calcu-

lated, the next step is class prediction. YOLO

uses 53 convolutional layers for feature ex-

traction, which can be seen in Figure 5.14

and has opted not to use a softmax as that

would imply that each bounding box only has

one correct classification. Softmax returns

a probability distribution meaning all the val-

ues sum up to 1, with the most likely class

having the highest value. This is created

for one-or-the-other classifications but is coun-

terintuitive when an object can have multi-

ple labels simultaneously, such as animal and

dog.

All of these calculations are done for each image given to the framework, and the framework is

capable of doing these calculations several times per second given the proper hardware. This

allows YOLO to process video feeds at a reasonably high frame rate. This is one of the main

reasons for choosing YOLO for this project. Using an RTX 2080 Super, it was possible to main-

tain a stable frame rate at 60, double the amount of frames recorded by a typical web camera.

In a real-world scenario running YOLO on multiple camera feeds would require linearly scaling

hardware resources with the number of live feeds.

It is important to mention that YOLO is not a perfect fit for this project, and the source code was

modified and recompiled to suit the needs of the project. YOLO is a multi-label classification

framework, but it was only necessary to find humans and nothing else in this project. During

the initial testing of YOLO on some of the live feeds, the framework would return items such

as surfboard and boat, which would trigger the predictive interface. To avoid this, the changes

made to the source code limit the classification only to report the person classification and dis-

card the rest. The same model is used, and no retraining was necessary.

For the demo, the YOLO framework is run on pre-recorded live feeds, and the output containing

the bounding boxes is saved and uploaded to the server and used as predictive live feeds for

the frontend. The model was run on a personal PC as the server does not have a graphics

card to speed up the computation. This also limits the ability to have the server do the real-time

processing of the live feeds, which is another reason the pre-recorded live feeds have been
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pre-processed. If the system was to be operational, the server would need multiple graphics

cards to have enough computational power to do real-time prediction on all of the live feeds.

5.3.3 User Study Simulation

This section discusses the simulation changes implemented on both the frontend and the back-

end of the system. Simulation changes covers the changes made to the system in order for it

to support the upcoming user study. The study design of the upcoming user study is presented

in Section 5.4. However, the user study is not going to take place in the natural setting of the

IC in a maritime SAR operation i.e. on a rescue boat.

As previously mentioned the user study is going to utilize an iPad Pro with a connected numpad

keyboard while the participant is sitting down with the iPad and numpad keyboard laying on a

table in front of them. In order for this setup to work in a user study on an interface that is

designed to be operated by an IC in a rescue boat, various simulations are needed. The

simulations implemented in the system are:

• Simulate UAVs searching an area

• Simulate live video feeds

• Simulate sailing rescue boat

Simulate UAVs searching an area

The first activity that needs to be simulated in order for the system to be applicable for the

upcoming user study is to simulate searching UAVs on the interface’s map. On Figure 5.15 it

is seen that an area of Aalborg Harbor is outlined in black, this area highlights the intended

search area. Inside this area eight UAVs are seen marked with the numbers 1-8. Furthermore,

the position of the rescue boat is also visualized inside the search area. Obviously, it is not

possible to visualize movement on a picture however, Figure 5.15 is a snapshot of an ongoing

search where UAVs 1-8 search the intended search area.
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Figure 5.15: The interface: UAVs Searching

The search is launched by clicking the start/pause/continue button in the top right corner of the

interface. When the start demo button is clicked an endpoint is called this endpoint triggers a

method on the backend that handles the simulation of the UAVs. The algorithms implemented

to enable the simulation of searching UAVs are described in great details in the sprint log

Section A.2.3.

Simulate live video feeds

The next element of the system that needs to be simulated is the live video feeds. In a real world

scenario where the UAVs were not simulated they would provide live video feeds. However, for

the sake of the upcoming user study these need to be simulated as well. This simulation is

done by having recorded videos stored on the server, these videos are then played when the

demo is started. The video feeds are outlined on the bottom of Figure 5.16.
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Figure 5.16: The interface: Video feeds

The videos are made from collected maritime UAV footage found on the internet. The last thing

missing in relation to the simulated live video feeds is a person in the water. The research

conducted in the master thesis is revolving around maritime SAR operations. Therefore it is

needed to simulate a person on one of the live feeds in order for the user study to be relevant

to the research question of this thesis. To accommodate for this a swimming person has been

edited onto the recorded videos. It is then this very person the operator is supposed to detect

and then "rescue" during the user study.

Simulate sailing rescue boat

The final simulation of the system is the simulation of the rescue boat. As mentioned, the user

study is not going to take place in its natural setting i.e. in a rescue boat. Therefore, it is

necessary to simulate the rescue boat on the map in order to conduct a meaningful study.
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Figure 5.17: The interface: Rescue boat sailing

The intention behind the rescue boat in the user study is, when the operator detects a person

somewhere in the water, he should navigate the boat to the location of the missing person by

saying the bearing and distance out loud. This has been implemented so that a study moder-

ator can click anywhere on the map and the boat will then sail towards the desired location. It

has been visualized on Figure 5.17. Here the moderator has clicked on the person icon on the

map and the rescue boat is therefore on its way there.

This third simulation rounds op the simulations implemented in the system to mimic real world

activities. It is deemed that these simulations have a minimal effect on the intended measure-

ments of the upcoming user study. The goal of the user study is to measure the operators

situational awareness and human workload during a maritime SAR operation. These measure-

ments are conducted on two version of the interface with predictive elements and on a version

without predictive elements. The performance of the interfaces are then compared in terms of

situational awareness and human workload.

5.4 Study Design

To better understand how big of the impact of the predictive elements in our interface have, we

present a two part user study on the interface. The first part of the study will be conducted on

naive users, which will receive training in the interface, as they are not SAR experts. This is
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done as to measure if the predictive elements have an positive impact on situational aware-

ness and human workload. The second part of the study will be conducted with expert SAR or

UAV operatives, but there will be fewer participants. The experts will be invited to a contextual

interview to promote a co-design session of how the interface could be improved as to better

aid their needs in the field.

5.4.1 Setup

The interface will be presented on an iPad Pro with a connected numpad keyboard for the

participant to use Though the numpad it is possible for the participant to stop a UAV, change

between the live feeds on the screen, or view a live feed in fullscreen mode. This setup can be

seen in Figure 5.18

Figure 5.18: First: Participant setup, Second: The Tablet, Third: The keypad

During the study, only one conductor will converse with the participant. The rest of the group

will be sitting a small distance away, but still close enough to observe clearly what is going on

and listen in on the conversations. The conductor will have a computer available from where

he can also see the interface, but also have an admin menu available from which he can pause

the demo, turn on or off the predictive elements or change which predictive mode the interface

should be in. The changes are synced with the participant’s interface so changes will happen

immediately. The conductor’s setup can be seen next to the participant’s in Figure 5.19
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Figure 5.19: Conductor setup next to the participant

Figure 5.20: The observation team’s setup

The observation team, consisting of the

rest of the group have their own setup.

One members will act as a "technician"

and will monitor the admin page, the

same page the conductor has open, and

makes sure that the interface is set up

right for the tasks at hand. The tech-

nician will also create custom log en-

tries between participants, so it can be

clearly separated later. The other mem-

ber will act more as an observer and note

down questions and feedback during the

study, as well as write down the partic-

ipants answers to the post survey inter-

view. This setup can be seen in Figure

5.20.

The study will be conducted using the Wizard of Oz technique, as there are multiply parts of

the system which are simulated. Instead of having UAVs flying around, their movement is simu-

lated in the interface. The video feeds in the interface are also pre-recorded and some of them
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pre-processed by a neural network.

The interface will create a log over certain actions, such as when the demo starts and stops

or chooses one of the option in the predictive information. The logs will contain timestamps

and a description of the action, which will help get accurate time measurements later on when

analyzing the data.

5.4.2 Participants

The participants for the study consist of ten students from the Computer Science department

at Aalborg University, all students were male and in the age group of 22 to 26. As they are all

studying computer science they should be able to pick up on the interface relatively easy, as

they are accustomed to using all kinds of technology. However none of the students are domain

experts, so some deviations are to be expected in the results.

5.4.3 Training

In order to make the participants familiar with the interface, and avoid confusion in the actual

study about how to operate the interface, all participants will go though a quick training exercise.

The training will teach the participants to navigate the interface, and understand the basic

elements that they will use in the study. A quick list of tasks is set up for the training which the

participants will go though. The training tasks are seen below.

Training Tasks

1. When you feel ready please start the demo.

2. Select feed 3 to put it into focus.

3. Navigate to feed 6 using the numpad keys 4,5,6,8 to put it into focus using enter.

4. Make feed 6 go into fullscreen mode by either double clicking on it or pressing enter again.

5. Exit fullscreen mode.

6. Please put another drone of your choice into focus.

7. Now stop the drone you have selected by pressing the numpad key 0.

8. Tell the helmsman to sail to the stopped drone, by saying the bearing and distance of the

drone out loud.

9. Can you see anything different on live feed X?
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5.4.4 Tasks

This section presents the actual tasks of the user study. These tasks are completed after the

completion of the training tasks.

1. When you feel ready please start the demo.

2. Figure out which drone discovers a person, and stop the UAV.

3. Make the helmsman sail to where you determine the person is.

4. When the boat reaches the destination, please pause the demo.

5.4.5 Process

The study has three conditions which will be tested, the first condition "No predictive elements"

will act as the base line for the study to see if the predictive elements have an effect. The second

condition will be "Intrusive elements" which will have the prediction layer enabled and present

the information in a intrusive way which require immediate action. The third and last condition

is "Non-intrusive elements" which also have the predictive layer active, but will present the in-

formation in a more subtle way not demanding immediate attention but still makes it self known.

When the participant arrives they are introduced to the project in broad terms and told how long

they can expect the usability test to last. The hardware will be explained and the participant will

undergo the training described in Section 5.4.3. Once the training is done the participant is left

in the room with one study conductor who will assist if needed. The conductor will be minimally

invasive and simply observe during the study. At certain points the conductor will pause the

study to allow the use of SAGAT as described in section 2. The SAGAT question will be asked

at the same time for each participant and will be asked before the person appears and after the

participant has acknowledged that a person is present in a live feed.

Each of the tasks is gone through chronologically and when the last task is done, the study

ends. The participant will then be asked to fill out a NASA-TLX questionnaire to asses workload.

NASA-TLX Questionnaire

As described in Section 2 the NASA-TLX questionnaire is a self assessment tool to measure

workload. The questionnaire is defined below in Table 5.1 Each category is meant to allow

the participant to reflect on their workload in each respective categories during the demo. The

rating is a scale of low to high or poor to good. The participant will put a mark on the line in
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the ratings field which will correspond to an approximate value between 1 and 100. After the

questionnaire is handed to the participant they will be asked to rank the categories according

to which category contributed most to least to their overall workload. This ranking will be used

as the weight in the workload calculations after the study.

Title Rating Description

Mental Demand Low ____________________ High How much mental and perceptual activity was

required (e.g., thinking, deciding, calculating,

remembering, looking, searching, etc.)? Was

the task easy or demanding, simple or com-

plex, exacting or forgiving?

Physical Demand Low ____________________ High How much physical activity was required(e.g..

pushing, pulling, turning, controlling, activat-

ing, etc.)? Was the task easy or demanding,

slow or brisk, slack or strenuous, restful or la-

borious?

Temporal Demand Low ____________________ High How much time pressure did you feel due to

the rate or pace at which the tasks or task

elements occurred? Was the pace slow and

leisurely or rapid and frantic?

Performance Poor ____________________ Good How successful do you think you were in ac-

complishing the goals of the task set by the ex-

perimenter (or yourself)? How satisfied were

you with your performance in accomplishing

these goals?

Effort Low ____________________ High How hard did you have to work (mentally and

physically) to accomplish your level of perfor-

mance?

Frustration Low ____________________ High How insecure, discouraged, irritated, stressed

and annoyed versus secure, gratified, con-

tent, relaxed and complacent did you feel dur-

ing the task?

Table 5.1: NASA-TLX Questionnaire

SAGAT Questionnaire

In Chapter 1 it is advocated based on last semesters research that SAGAT is state of the art

when it comes to measuring situational awareness during a user study. Therefore, SAGAT is

applied to measure situational awareness in this master thesis. The idea behind SAGAT is to

ask the participant questions during the user study. The intention in this user study is to pause
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the demo at two fixed timestamps and then have the participant answer the following questions:

1. Before pausing the demo, how many UAVs were moving and how many were stopped?

2. What is the distance from the rescue boat (you) to UAV #7?

3. Which UAV is closest to the rescue boat (you)?

4. Have you located a person? (If yes, ask below)

(a) Which UAV found the person?

(b) Where is the person?

The first timestamp will be sometime before a person is present on one of the video feeds and

the second timestamp will be sometime after a person is present on one of the video feeds.

The answers given by each participant is then analyzed and the overall situational awareness

is compared between the predictive and the conventional interface. The results yielded by the

SAGAT Questionnaire are presented in Chapter 6.

Post Study Questionnaire

After the survey is completed and the participant have evaluated them self using the NASA-TLX

questionnaire, a short semi-structured interview is conducted using the questions below.

1. Which version of the interface did you prefer? (Conventional vs Predictive)

2. What did you like and what did you not like?

3. Did you prefer the peripheral or the centric info card?

4. What do you think of the size of the video feeds are they visible enough?

5. What did you think about the colors of the UAVs and the boat on the map, do they make

sense?

6. Did you change your behavior/approach when you knew the interface would alert you to

possible people in the water?

7. Did you like the way the video feeds were represented, or could you imagine a better way

to do it?

8. Do you find the fullscreen mode useful?
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9. Does the numpad navigation seem natural?

10. Was it clear for you which live feed belongs to which drone?

The interview is held to obtain some more personal preferences and thought about the design

of the interface, which will aid determinate which elements or approach would give the best

user experience while still being effective. The interview is also to get more information about

the participants behavior and choices in the study, and if they did something which was not

predicted before hand could have been an option, the interview serves as a good place to ask

why and how they though of it.



6 | Results

This Chapter will present the result from the conducted user study explained in Section 5.4.

The first part presents the findings in relation to human workload, the second part is about

situational awareness, and the third and last part presents performance data. This Chapter

will only present the results objectively while the discussion about the results will take play in

Chapter 7.

Using the results from the study, it will be attempted to disprove the following two main null

hypotheses to obtain information relevant for the research question proposed in Section 3.1.

• There is no significant difference in workload between the conventional interface and the

predictive interfaces.

• There is no significant difference in operator performance between the conventional in-

terface and the predictive interfaces.

6.1 Human Workload

In this section, the results yielded from the user study concerning human workload are pre-

sented. In Section 2 it is argued that the NASA-TLX method is the state of the art when it

comes to measuring human workload. Therefore, it is applied to analyze the results of the user

study in this project.

NASA-TLX is a questionnaire that each participant answers after completing the tasks. The

participants completed the same tasks in this user study using three different interfaces, one

conventional interface and two predictive interfaces. Each participant answered the NASA-TLX

questionnaire twice, one time after using the conventional interface and then again after using

the two predictive interfaces. Each participant either started with the conventional interface

followed up by the two predictive interfaces or vice versa in a randomized order. This means

that each participant answered the questionnaire directly after using the interface(s) in question.

The NASA-TLX questionnaire is composed of fixed generic questions, and they are seen in

section 5.4. These are questions where the participants are asked to provide a rating between

1 - 10 on the mental, physical and temporal demand of the interface in question and his own

performance, effort, and frustration. After they have provided each of the six categories with
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a rating, they are asked to rank the six categories between 0 and 5 accordingly, to which they

deem the most important.

The questionnaire data is then processed by multiplying rating with rank. This is done participant-

wise. Meaning, the rating is given by a participant to each of the six questions is multiplied by

the question’s rank provided by the participant.

In Figure 6.1 the results of the NASA-TLX questionnaire are seen. The results are an average

of the ratings multiplied by the associated ranking. It is seen that there is an evident differentia-

tion between the conventional interface and the predictive interfaces, especially when it comes

to mental demand, performance, and effort. The conventional interface scores are more than

twice as high as the predictive interfaces regarding mental demand and effort. These are clear

indications that the predictive interfaces decrease the workload of the operator. Furthermore,

performance scores about 50% higher in the predictive interfaces. This is very positive as they

evaluate their performance is better when using the predictive interfaces.

Figure 6.1: NASA-TLX: Results in averages

To sum it up, the NASA-TLX questionnaire results clearly indicate that the operator’s human

workload is decreased when using the predictive interfaces. And at the same time, the perfor-
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mance of the operators is improved significantly.

6.1.1 NASA-TLX t-tests

To further analyze the results of the NASA-TLX questionnaire, a two-sample t-test has been

conducted on the questionnaire data of the conventional interface versus the questionnaire data

of the predictive interfaces. The t-tests are run on each of the six questions: mental demand,

physical demand, temporal demand, performance, effort, and frustration. The null hypothesis

that is investigated in these t-tests is There is no significant difference in workload between the

conventional interface and the predictive interface.

The results of the six two-sample t-tests are seen in Figure 6.2. Here it is seen that a p-value

below 0.05 is obtained in three of the six areas. The three areas that did not obtain a p-value

below 0.05, meaning that there is no significant difference between the interfaces, are physical

demand, temporal demand, and frustration. These p-values are expected to be above 0.05

as there should be no significant change in the physical and temporal demand of the operator

regardless of the interface in question.

Physical demand is not relevant as the participants sit down and interact with the system re-

gardless of the interface type, i.e., the interfaces should have little to no physical demand. Also,

as the user study is concerned with rescuing drowning people, the temporal demand is ex-

pected to be more or less the same regardless of the interface in question. Finally, it is positive

that both interfaces scores low in frustration.

It is also seen that the p-values obtained for mental demand, performance, and effort are be-

low 0.05. Therefore, there are significant differences between the conventional and predictive

interfaces when looking at these three areas. This is very positive as these are the three ar-

eas considered key areas when looking at the interfaces developed for this thesis. As seen on

Figure 6.2 the p-values are very low:

• Physical demand p-value: 0.0062

• Performance p-value: 0.036

• Effort p-value: 0.018

These p-values clearly state that the null-hypothesis There is no significant difference in work-

load between the conventional interface and the predictive interfaces can be rejected as these

three areas are the relevant NASA-TLX criteria in this project.
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Figure 6.2: NASA-TLX: t-test results

6.2 Situational Awareness

A part of the research question presented in Section 3.1 is concerned with situational aware-

ness in SAR operations. As mentioned in Section 5.4 a SAGAT questionnaire was conducted

twice during the study on each interface. The first one after approximately 25 seconds, and the

last one after they had located the person and given correct instructions to the helmsman. This

means that each participant answered the SAGAT six times in total during the study.

In the first round of SAGAT questions of each interface, all the participants answered all the

questions correctly. However, the second round after the person has been located the partici-

pants had difficulty answering one of the questions correctly in all of the interfaces.

The answers to the SAGAT have been expressed as True/False tables, with six tables in total,

one for each round of SAGAT questions. The tables for the first round of each interface will not

be presented as they are the same with True for all questions. The tables for the second round

of question show difficulties concerning questions 1, which is seen on Figure 6.3

As seen in Figure 6.3 question one had some mixed responses. The questions is "How many

drones were moving and how many were stopped, before the demo was paused". Some par-
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Figure 6.3: Second round of SAGAT, Top left: Conventional, Top right: Peripheral, Bottom: Intrusive

ticipants answered the question wrong in all interfaces, like participants seven, nine, and ten.

Some participants answered it correctly in the convectional interface but then fail in one or both

of the predictive interfaces. Lastly, there are the few who answer the question correctly in every

interface. This shows that something has either been unclear about the question or confusing

in the interface.

6.3 Operator Performance

This section presents the results extracted from the log data of the application. More specifi-

cally, the extracted data is the response time of the participants from the moment the person

appeared on one of the live feeds to the moment of their acknowledgment of the person. This is

done through exact timestamps logged by the application. In both the conventional and predic-

tive interfaces, the starting point of the time measure is when the person appears on a live feed.

However, the endpoint of the time measure differs between the interfaces. In the conventional

interface, the acknowledgment is recorded as when the user paused the UAV which had found

the person. In the predictive interfaces, the acknowledgment is set to be when the participant

clicked the confirmation button in the popup window. Each of these events was logged and

extracted from the SQL database.

To disprove the second null hypothesis: There is no significant difference in workload between

the conventional interface and the predictive interface. a One-way repeated measures ANOVA

test was conducted on the data, the result of the ANOVA test can be seen in Figure 6.4
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Figure 6.4: One-way repeated measures ANOVA

The p-value is less than 0.05, which disproves the null hypothesis and indicates a difference in

performance (response time) between the interfaces. To figure out where the difference lies, a

paired samples t-test was performed on each of the individual interfaces against one another.

The third null hypothesis states: There is no significant difference in operator performance

between the conventional interface and the predictive intrusive interface. The t-test result can

be seen on Figure 6.5

Figure 6.5: Paired samples t-test, conventional vs intrusive

As the p-value is less than 0.05, the null hypothesis has been denied, and it is proven that there

is a significant statistical difference between the conventional and predictive intrusive interface.
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The fourth null hypothesis is as follows: There is no significant difference in operator perfor-

mance between the conventional interface and the predictive peripheral interface. The results

of the t-test is seen in Figure 6.6

Figure 6.6: Paired samples t-test, conventional vs peripheral

This time the p-value is above 0.05, which means it is not possible to reject the null hypothesis.

Therefore there is no significant difference between the conventional interface and the predic-

tive peripheral interface.

Lastly, the two predictive interfaces were put up against each other in a t-test. The results are

seen in figure 6.7

Figure 6.7: Paired samples t-test, intrusive vs peripheral

Once again, the p-value is above 0.05, and there is, therefore, no significant difference between
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the predictive intrusive and the predictive peripheral interface.

All factors potentially influencing the results and the results themselves will be discussed in

Chapter 7.

6.4 Post Study Interview

This section presents the findings from the post study interview questions. Each participant en-

countered a fixed set of post study questions in a semi structured interview. Below the general

consensus for each of the questions is presented.

Which version of the interface did you prefer? (Conventional vs Predictive) It was clear

which of the interfaces was the favorite among the participants. 9 out of 10 choose the predic-

tive intrusive interface as their preferred interface. The general reasoning behind their decision

was that it grabbed their attention more and the feed was bigger. One participant explained

that the peripheral version made him unsure how long the pop up notification had been there.

What did you like and what did you not like? The comment that was given the most was that

the participants wished the live feeds at the bottom of the screen were bigger. One participant

also noted that it was weird that the live feed of a stopped UAV continued playing. Another

comment was to highlight the UAV marker on the map of the UAV which live feed is currently

selected.

Did you prefer the peripheral or the centric info card? As revealed by question one, almost

all the participants preferred the centric info card. It quite simply grabbed their attention more

and made them act quicker. One participant did however say that the experience of the centric

popup depends on the amount of false positives from the predictive algorithm.

What do you think of the size of the video feeds are they visible enough? Once again the

consensus was that the participants wanted bigger live feeds. One participant commented that

his entire focus was on the live feeds, and therefore he wished the sizes of the map and live

feed bar were swapped.

What did you think about the colors of the UAVs and the boat on the map, do they make

sense? Most of the participants said the colors made sense, however almost half of the partici-

pants said they did not actually notice the color of the UAV markers changing. One participants
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made the point that red seems like a failure color maybe a yellow color should be used instead

for a stopped UAV.

Did you change your behavior/approach when you knew the interface would alert you

to possible people in the water? Many participants said they took a more relaxed approach

when they knew the system would notify them if it found a person. During the conventional

interface, some of the participants said they switched live feeds more often, or looked more

intensely at the live feeds in general.

Did you like the way the video feeds were represented, or could you imagine a better

way to do it? Nine out of ten participants answered that they would have preferred if the video

feeds were bigger. The reason they gave was that the devoted almost all their attention to on

the video feeds and almost no attention on the map which takes up 2/3 of the screen.

Do you find the fullscreen mode useful? In general the participants did not use the fullscreen

mode. They used the enlarged view which they deemed big enough. Only two out of eight par-

ticipants answered that they found the fullscreen mode useful.

Does the numpad navigation seem natural? Eight out of ten participants answered that

they preferred the numpad interface over the touch interface. They majority answered that the

numpad interface felt intuitive to use.

Was it clear for you which live feed belongs to which drone? In general it made sense for

the participants which UAV that belonged to which video feed as both the video feeds and the

UAV are numbered. Only one out of the ten participants answered that is was not clear to him.

Based on the interview findings listed above, two main tendencies can be extracted. First, the

participants preferred the centric pop-up as it gave them a better understanding on what is on

the video feed. Lastly, the participants in general thought that the video feeds should be bigger

as it is a bit hard to see details on the small video feeds.

The main findings in terms of results show that the two main null-hypothesis presented in

the beginning of the section both can be disproved. This is shown by the different t-tests

and ANOVA carried out both on the NASA-TLX questionnaire data, as well as the operator

performance data. Furthermore, it was found that it is the predictive intrusive yielding the

results which disprove the hypothesis. This is seen when comparing it with the conventional
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interface.

6.5 Expert Reviews

The user study was conducted on naive users, and therefore not the intended users of the

interface. Even with training and understanding of the situation there might still be information

or feedback that they would not be able to provide. Therefore reviews with three experts who

develop and research UAVs were conducted to get their view on our interface, and promote

a co-design process in order to leverage their knowledge about current design, features and

limitations.

Expert reviews is a quick and cost efficient way of getting feedback with a limited amount of

expert participants (Korhonen et al., 2009). During an expert review it is common to have the

experts consider usability heuristics as presented in (Nielsen, 1994, Chapter 5). The heuristics

discussed during the expert review included simple and natural dialogue, minimize memory

load, feedback etc.

The expert reviews were conducted through virtual meetings and lasted about 45 minutes. The

meetings started out with the group doing a ten minute presentation to set the scene, showed

a demo and presented the results from the user study. After the presentation initial question

from the experts were answered and the co designing began. The experts already had many

good points themselves, and after their initial thoughts and suggestions they were asked about

specific things such as component size, colors, information relevancy and usability.

The first expert review was conducted with Jacobo Domingo Gil, who is the COO of Robotto,

and has been included in the project since the pre-specialization (Jensen et al., 2020). Here he

was also included in expert reviews. After Jacobo’s review, the next reviews were with Calvin

Rubens and Sean Braley who are doing research on UAVs and UAV swarms and authors of

papers such as (Braley et al., 2018). Below follows a list of takeaways from each of the expert

reviews.

6.5.1 Notes from Jacobo Domingo Gil

• Draw a line between the IC and the person to aid in navigating to the person.

Currently there is no graphical element showing the path from the boat to the person once

the person has been located. Jacobo suggests a line should be drawn to clearly indicate

the direction the boat must take in addition to the existing information.
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• Make the UAV that have located a person more noticeable by being different from

the others.

The current implementation changes the color of a UAV to red when it has found a poten-

tial person. However, the difference could be made larger, either by increasing the size of

the drone icon, or even by making it flash to grab extra attention.

• Make the connected information larger when a UAV is clicked on.

Jacobo pointed out that it might be a good idea to increase the size of the text next to the

UAVs if a UAV icon was clicked. This will help with text size and overlapping issues.

• Get information from the OM interface about where the person fell into the water,

or request predictions made in the OM interface.

Jacobo is aware that there is another interface being developed with focus on the oper-

ations manager, and the suggests there should be a way of accessing the information in

the operations manager’s system.

• The interface could be used by another person in the boat, if needed.

A comment was made that interface itself could be handed to another person in the boat if

the IC was busy doing something else. Even without training it is still possible to observe

the live feeds

• Bigger pop-ups are better

Jacobo stated that the bigger the popups the better. He wants the user to notice the

notification straight away to avoid any delays.

• Pop-ups do not make it appear that the interface know more then the IC, but is just

aiding the IC.

It is important to keep the IC in control. Jacobo mentions that its good the interface

prompts the user to take action instead of doing it automatically. This creates the sense

that the user knows more than the system and is still in control.

• Search area could be divided into quadrants, the search team could handle one

quadrant and the UAVs search the rest.

This ties into making the UAV paths visible. If the UAVs are searching certain quad-

rants, the boat could search a completely different quadrant to optimize the search and

potentially find the person faster.

• Field of view cones on the UAVs should by dynamic based on what the UAV can

see and the visibility in the area.
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A feature suggested was to make the size of the vision cones dynamic. They should

change size depending on the weather visibility, altitude and obstructions etc.

6.5.2 Notes from Calvin Rubens

• On the fly verification of the flight path.

Calvin suggested the interface should make it clear where the UAVs are going to go. If

the IC has no idea of the UAVs’ flight path then he might feel out of control. Knowing the

path of the UAVs can be important to plan the boats future movement.

• Highlighting of hot spots which would affect path planning.

Highlighting of hotspots such as where the person was last seen, or potential persons in

the water could be shown on the interface. These hotspots could have influence on the

planned path for the UAVs.

• Dynamic influence of the flight path.

Calvin suggested that the IC could have an influence on the flight path of the UAVs. This

does make sense, however the group imagines it is a job for the OM to direct the UAVs to

avoid increasing the IC’s mental workload.

• Show the area already covered by the UAVs.

This suggestion could prove beneficial for the IC when planning where to look next.

Heatmaps displaying the area already searched allows for a better understanding of which

parts have been left unsearched.

• Dynamic sizing of the live feed bar.

Resizing the live feed bar to suit the need of the user could improve the user experience.

The IC might want a bigger map at times, and bigger live feeds at other times.

• Intrusive pop is great for grabbing attention.

Calvin says the intrusive popup is great as it grabs the attention of the IC straight away.

He did however stress that the popup could get annoying with too many false positives.

6.5.3 Notes from Sean Braley

• Make intended actions clear

Sean agreed with Calvin that the path of the UAVs should be visible, and all other intended

actions the UAVs might take should be visible to the IC. This is to prevent any feeling of

uncertainty the IC might have regarding the UAVs and their actions.
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• Component sizing: humans can only look at one component at a time.

Sean made an interesting note regarding peripheral vision. Even if the live feeds were

made bigger, the IC will still only be able to focus on one feed at a time. making the feeds

bigger would also spread them further apart, increasing the chance of missing details on

the feeds furthest away from the feed the IC is focusing on.

• Toggleable information: UAV heatmaps and paths

Adding too much information to the interface can overload the IC, and therefore it is

suggested that the information should be toggleable to avoid clutter.

• Map orientation relative to the boat.

When looking at a map, many people are used to the map being oriented in the user’s

current heading. The map is north aligned in the current interface, and there is no option

to change this. Adding this feature would add the increased personalization.



7 | Discussion

This chapter discusses the conducted user study and the findings thereof. Furthermore, it

discusses the different contributions of this thesis, and finally, the possible limitations are dis-

cussed. Some parts of the discussion will uncover more work that could be done to the project,

which will be presented in chapter 8.

7.1 User Study

The user study aims to investigate if there are any differences in human workload, situational

awareness, and performance depending on the type of interface. This section discusses the

factors that could have an influence on the results of each of these three areas.

The NASA-TLX self-assessment technique was used to measure the workload of the partici-

pants. The results showed significant differences in three of the categories, which is seen in

Section 6.1. During the study, some participants had to ask about a few of the questions to

make sure they understood them correctly. The answers to the questions had to be defined

as a scale from one to ten, but some participants were unsure if 1 or 10 meant good or bad.

While the raw data shows no outliers, which would indicate a misunderstanding of the question,

it is still possible that some participants could have misunderstood a question. The questions

themselves were given as defined by (Hart and Staveland, 1988) and were not altered from

the original description. To counteract this in future studies, the moderator could go through

the questions with the participants. However, this might have adverse effects as the partici-

pant might feel inclined to provide higher scores if he feels watched by the moderator. Overall

the NASA-TLX technique was a success in the study and provided valuable data for the project.

To investigate the performance, the timestamps from the logs were used to measure the partic-

ipants’ reaction time. Using a three-way ANOVA, the results showed differences between the

interfaces, and there were no significant problems collecting this data. Then a Bonferroni style

post hoc test was conducted to measure the individual differences between each of the inter-

faces. The group is aware that this might introduce a type I error, but it still provides valuable

insights.

To measure situational awareness, the SAGAT questionnaire was used. The results gathered

from the questionnaire did not show any difference between the conventional and the predictive
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interfaces. Many of the participants answered wrong on the first question regarding the amount

of moving UAVs or simply did not know. This could be because of the participants not being told

which questions they were going to receive. To combat this and possibly get more meaningful

data, the participants should be informed beforehand what to look out for and what questions

are coming up.

As mentioned, the study did not reveal any significant differences in situational awareness be-

tween the interfaces. However, it is possible to discuss the interfaces in relation to the nine

demons from (Agrawal et al., 2020) as presented in Chapter 2. The nine demons are design

pitfalls that interface designers should consider in order to provide optimal conditions for situa-

tional awareness.

One of the demons, "attention tunneling" describes how a user can become overly focused on

one source of information and ignore the rest of the information available. During the study, this

was seen when the participants were unable to answer correctly to a question regarding the

UAV statuses because they had been focusing on the live feeds only. The participants might

also have had a "faulty mental model" which is also one of the nine demons, as they were in a

completely new environment and might have had a different understanding of which parts of the

system were the most important ones. The users also reported a lower mental demand when

using a predictive interface in comparison to the conventional interface. This could potentially

lead to the out-of-the-loop demon if the operator becomes too accustomed to the automation

of the system and therefore neglects to look at the live feeds.

7.2 Contributions

The contributions of this report is based upon the conducted user study and expert reviews.

The intention behind the user study is to see if having predictive elements in an interface for

the incident commanders in maritime SAR operations have a measurable effect on the opera-

tor. For this both the human workload and situational awareness of the operator as well as his

performance while using the interface are measured.

The contributions of this project is classified using the four types of HCI contributions explained

in (Jacob Wobbrock, 2016). The first contribution of the project is the developed research

platform, which is classified as an Artifact contribution. The results and gathered data of the

user study is the Empirical contribution, and lastly there is the implications for design, which is

seen in Section 7.2.2, and is the Theoretical contribution of this project.
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The results in Section 6.1 clearly indicate that having the predictive element available had a

noticeable difference on the operator’s mental demand. When looking at the NASA-TLX results

in Figure 6.1 mental demand shows a decrease by more then 50% and temporal demand is

close to a 50% reduction as well. These reductions are also shown in the post study interviews

where the participants felt like they had to switch camera more often and look more intensively

at the feeds in order to spot the person in the conventional interface, but in the predictive inter-

face they felt they had more time to analyze each feed before going on to the next one. This

suggests that the operator took some sort of reassurance in the predictive elements. Feeling

that if a person was located on another feed than the one the operator was currently looking

at, they would be notified by the interface, giving the feeling of having less workload and more

time for each task.

This decrease in mental and temporal demand also comes with a 70% increase in performance

as seen on Figure 6.1. This indicates that the participants deemed they had better and was

more reassured that the task was performed to the best of their ability. It can be understood

that not only does the predictive elements give the operator more time and less pressure to

perform his tasks, but it also makes him more confident in his choices and actions.

One last significant change is the reduction in the operators effort using the interfaces. Here

there are a 40% decrease of effort in the predictive interface, which shows that the while the

operators felt they had more time, higher performance, they also felt they had to put in less

effort in to obtain these results.

The results from the NASA-TLX can also be seen in response times that was measured in

order to see if there was an actually measurable effect in the performance of the participants.

Section 6.3 goes over the logged time measurements of the operators actions in the interfaces,

and in Figure 6.4 it is seen that there is a significant change in the interfaces, and based on

the mean value of the interfaces it is seen that the predictive interfaces have a lower mean

value then the conventional. To see which interface was the one with the highest impact, the

Bonferroni approach was taken.

In Figures 6.5 and 6.6 the two predictive interfaces have been set up against the conventional

interface. From these it can be seen that the significant difference lies with the Intrusive inter-

face, this results also matches up with the feedback given in the post study interview where

nine out of ten would chose the intrusive interface as their preferred one.
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7.2.1 Usability Concerns

This section presents some general usability concerns which were discovered during the study

and the expert reviews. Some of these concerns are well known, and many of them can have

an influence on human workload. Human workload is a key aspect when designing mission

critical interfaces like human swarm interfaces. When lives are at stake it is very important that

the human workload of the operator is kept to a minimum, as too high workload can result in

mistakes as attention has to be devoted to the task at hand. Below is a list of the gathered

usability concerns.

• Customizable notifications: Notifications can both be a help, but also an annoyance.

Therefore it is recommended to allow the user to specify how the notifications are dis-

played. Being able to change the intrusiveness of the popup will allow the user to decide

how important and time critical the notifications of the system are.

• Togglable Information: is a key aspect of personalization. When designing mission crit-

ical interfaces it is important that the user is not overloaded with information. However,

at times some information might be required. E.g. in maritime SAR human swarm inter-

faces it could improve the operators situational awareness if he was able to see where the

UAVs have already searched and the path they are taking. However, to display this infor-

mation all at once might clutter the interface and overload the operator with information

i.e. decrease situational awareness. Therefore togglable information is a powerful tool,

as information like UAV paths can be visible only when the operator deems it necessary.

• No scroll: Having to scroll in an interface might lead the user to over look information,

resulting in a loss of situational awareness. All information should be viewable in the

screen and not hidden off-screen.

• Touchscreen: The touchscreen is the modern way of interacting with a tablet interface,

and support for touch navigation is important as it would be expected by the user to

have that option when holding a tablet. Touch navigation may also be quicker in certain

situations compared to other input methods. As it says in Section 4.3, touchscreens are

widely used in mission critical operations which the Garmin G1000 is an example of.

• Larger info on selected UAV: When showing information next to each UAV on the map,

having the ability to focus or enlarge one drone’s information is useful as it will separate it

from the rest of the UAVs, making it clear that this is the information that should be acted

on at this time.
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• Coordinates not easy to grasp: When showing the location of the UAVs it is not very

meaningful to display the coordinates as the main source of their location. People do not

have the mental capacity to grasp a number with 8 or more decimals and therefore the

position of the UAVs should be visualized on a map instead. Coordinates are important

for internal algorithms however.

• Component sizing: The size of the components has to be considered when creating the

interface. A person has limited peripheral vision and no matter how big the components

are, the user can still only look at one thing at once. Bigger components allow for display-

ing greater detail while smaller components might allow the user to use peripheral vision

to notice changes in other components.

• Only relevant information: The interface should only show the information that is relevant

for the user, in a way that makes sense. Overloading the user with information will only

increase their workload as they will have to analyze more information in order to find

the information that he needs. It is also necessary to consider how the information is

represented to make it as easy for the user as possible. One example could be showing

a UAV’s battery as the amount of minutes it can fly instead of the battery percentage. The

percentage does not give the user any useful information, but knowing how long a UAV

can fly is useful.

• Make the intended actions as clear as possible: The interface should be aware of the

actions that the user might take based on the information in the interface, and should

support these actions by providing the user with a clear projections of the information

or guidance they need to perform the action. In the case of guiding the crew to the

located person, the distance and direction to the person should be clearly visibly and

other information should be less noticeable. Here it would also be useful to plot a path

from the crew to the person so the user can see how they are going to reach the person.

7.2.2 Implications for Design

This section presents the implications for future design of Human Swarm Interfaces in the

maritime SAR context. The implications are presented in a list of concepts with underlying

prescriptions in accordance with the structure for design implications presented in (Sas et al.,

2014). This means to explain the implications based on the findings from this thesis and back

them up by claims from related HCI research.

• Personalization

The concept of personalization is an important aspect of interface designing as it can help
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increase the user’s situational awareness as described by (Hocraffer and Nam, 2017). No

person is the same, and having the ability to make adjustments to the interface on the fly

will allow the user to take control of the components of the interface.

– Resizable live feeds: The size of the live feeds turned out to be a subjective opinion

and can change depending on the task at hand. Making the live feeds of the interface

resizable will allow the user to adjust them to the specific needs of the current situ-

ation. In the study, the majority of the participants mentioned that they would have

liked different sizing of the live feeds. This goes hand in hand with the personalizing

aspect that is advocated for in (Hocraffer and Nam, 2017).

– Map orientation: It is important to consider how the map should be orientated, should

it be true north at the top always or should it re-orientate related to the user, so that

the top is straight ahead. Allowing the option to switch between orientations might

help the user get a better overview of the situation. This implication was yielded from

the expert reviews where a UAV expert suggested that it might be the best thing to

do. It provides the user with a clearer idea of which UAVs in the area corresponds

to the UAVs in the interface. This also plays well into the interface personalizing

concept in (Hocraffer and Nam, 2017) if this mode is toggleable.

• Interface Navigation

The concept of Interface Navigation in this list concerns a swarm interface on a tablet in

a harsh environment. The subcategories describe practices that enhance the navigation

experience in this specific setting, but can not be used as broad guidelines for desktop

interfaces.

– Physical inputs: When designing an interface, it is essential to consider the envi-

ronment the interface is supposed to be used in. If you are designing for harsh

environments like onside maritime SAR operations, you should consider physical

input buttons/dials. As there might be things limiting the touch interface, such as

water on the screen. Therefore, it is advised to support both a touch interface and a

physical input interface. In the study, many participants preferred the physical input

buttons to the touchscreen for navigation. Physical input buttons are also mentioned

as one of twelve usability heuristics in (Inostroza et al., 2013).

• Predictions

Having the human swarm interface might help the user with his tasks, but the mental

workload of managing and understanding all of the information is still high. Having pre-

dictive or intelligent elements in the interface can help decrease human workload. The
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elements will analyze and interpret the data for them and present it in a more user-friendly

way that does not require a high mental workload for the user to understand. The differ-

ent types of predictions presented here are not the only way to go. However, they are

state-of-the-art artificial intelligence technologies.

– Object detection: When searching for objects of interest on live feeds, it is helpful

to alert the user of any detected objects that fit the given criteria. Object detection

can pose a challenge that is false positives. These can have a negative effect on the

experience, but with a good detection model, it is a crucial functionality of the system.

The predictive interfaces in the study yielded the best results here object detection

is the main predictive element. This aligns with the fact that object detection is the

state of the art when it comes to SAR human swarm interfaces, as mentioned in

(Bejiga et al., 2016).

– Predicted path of the missing person: Predicting the direction of a moving object

could be a help to the user if the algorithm is reliable. During the expert interviews,

this fact was discussed that seeing how the person might move could help the IC

better understand how to reach the person or see if they are heading towards any

dangerous areas. This prescription can prove challenging to implement if all the

parameters of all influencing factors are not known to the system. Predicting the

path of a moving target is an area that is still being heavily researched, but it is

understood that it can help in SAR operations as described in (Macwan et al., 2011)

– Predicted location of missing person: When a UAV locates a person, it is advised

to predict the location of the person and display it to the user. This gives the user

a quick understanding of where the person is and how far away they are from the

person. During the SAGAT in the user study, the participants were asked to point

and explain where the located person is. In the conventional interface there was

no marker, and the participants were vaguer in their explanation compared to the

predictive interfaces that had a marker where the person was. When displaying the

predicted location, the human workload is decreased, as the operator does not have

to keep in mind which UAV on the map has located the person. It is explained in

the previously mentioned paper (Macwan et al., 2011) that predicting a location of a

person can be of assistance in SAR operations.

• Situational Awareness

Situational awareness is vital in critical systems where lives are on the line. Better aware-

ness will increase performance, and when creating an interface for swarms, it is important

to design for this concept. Below are some prescriptions that can be applied to interfaces
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dealing with any UAV monitoring; however, some prescriptions are specific to search and

rescue.

– Initial position of person: having the initial location of where the missing person is

believed to have fallen into the water, as discussed in the expert interviews, this

can help the user in deciding what should be the first course of action or in which

direction that they should focus there and the team’s attention towards and let the

swarm handle the rest. The initial location of a person is crucial for the prediction of

future movement. This would be the Target Information mentioned in (Macwan et al.,

2011).

– Heatmaps showing already searched areas: Knowing where the UAVs have searched

already will give the user knowledge, which can help determine where to look next. If

the object of interest can change position, it would be beneficial to let the heatmaps

fade over time to show that the object might have moved to an already searched

area. Having a heatmap or a way to see where the UAVs already have searched

was something that both a few participants in the user study mentioned would have

been nice to have, and it was also brought up in the expert reviews, where there

was a general consent that it would help to know where the UAVs had search and

an indication of how long or how well the area was searched. A similar approach

is presented in (Morse et al., 2010) where the term see-ability map is introduced. It

uses a heatmap to show the area which has been seen by a UAV and has different

gradient depending on how thoroughly the area was searched.

– See planned UAV path: It was discussed in the expert interviews that UAVs are still

a new technology, and it is not always clear what they are doing by just looking at

them. This can lead to a sense of uncertainty or loss of control which is never good

in life or death situations. Showing the location of the UAVs and their planned path

and actions can give the user a higher certainty and a sense of control over the

UAVs even when they do not. This goes hand in hand with the concepts mentioned

in (Agrawal et al., 2020). More specifically, the demon "enigmatic autonomy" which

states that it must be apparent to the user which actions the robots can take.

These implications for design wraps up the research contributions of this project. The main

contribution of this project is the results of the conducted user study. Here it was discovered that

a predictive interface has a significant effect on operator performance and operator workload.

Furthermore, the implications for design contribute as suggestions on how to design a good

human swarm interface.
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7.3 Possible Limitations

This section discusses the limitations of this project. These are limitations both in terms of the

interface and the user study. In this kind of project, which aims to address a wicked problem

by developing a prototype system, limitations are inevitable. In terms of the human swarm

interface that has been developed for this master thesis project, it has some clear limitations as

opposed to a real-world system:

• Simulated UAVs

The study raises a concerns for ecological validity as all UAVs in the system are simu-

lated, meaning that their positioning and movement on the map are fictive as well. The

study could have been conducted utilizing real UAVs however, it would require much more

development and time which does not fit the schedule of a master thesis project. The re-

sults however, are still valid as it is concerning human workload, situational awareness

and operator performance. These factors are not directly influenced by the fact that the

UAVs are simulated. As they are mainly a result of the operator’s monitoring of the video

feeds. Future studies could involve real UAVs.

• Simulated video feeds

The study raises a concern for ecological validity as the video feeds are pre-recorded

videos that are simulating live UAV footage. The missing person the operator is looking

for in the user study is edited into the videos. If the system supported real UAVs the study

could have been carried out using live video feeds instead. However, it is reasonable

to assume that the results of the user study are still valid as the pre-recorded videos

used are maritime UAV footage, just like they would be in a real world scenario, the only

difference being that they would be live. For future studies the system could support live

UAV footage.

• User study not conducted in real setting

The study also raises a concern for ecological validity as it is not carried out in its natural

setting. This could have been improved by arranging with Nordjyllands Beredskab to

conduct the study on open water in a rescue boat. However, due to COVID-19 among

other things this was not possible. It is reasonable to presume that this would have had an

effect on the results as the real environment compose many more distraction then a lab

study. However, despite the fact it is not ideal to perform lab studies on this system, the

findings are still useful as it shows that the predictive interfaces yield significantly better

results on human workload and operator performance. For future user studies it should

be carried out in a more natural setting.
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• Participants not real Incident Commanders

The study raises a concern for ecological validity as the participants are not Incident

Commanders like the intended users of a final system. Obviously it would have been

ideal to conduct the user study with real incident commanders as participants which was

not possible due to COVID-19. However, the results are still deemed valid as they show

a significant difference on human workload and operator performance. For future user

studies educated incident commanders should be involved as participants.

• User study conducted on 10 participants

The study results raises a concern for validity as only 10 participants are involved. In the

ideal world more participants would have been involved in order to provide more backing

for the results. The participants were fellow students at the Department of Computer

Science at Aalborg University. Here COVID-19 also played a role as it was only in late

April when the university opened, but only on 30% capacity, that the group was allowed

to recruit other students as participants. This also resulted in the group only being able

to requite ten participants for the user study. However, when looking at similar research

papers, there are also cases where around ten participants are involved. Therefore it is

deemed not to have a significant impact on the results of the user study. For future user

studies more participants should be involved in order to be more confident on the findings.



8 | Future Works

This Chapter presents future work and invites others to take up certain topics for future studies.

8.1 Situational Awareness

This project set out to study which effect a conventional interface versus a predictive interface

has on situational awareness, workload, and performance. As discussed in Chapter 7, the

study was not able to prove and significant difference in one of the three categories, namely

situational awareness. To get more knowledge of situational awareness in the two different

interfaces, it will be necessary to conduct further studies. The lesson taken away from expe-

rience gained in the conducted study is that the SAGAT questionnaire needs more questions

that require the participant to focus on specific aspects of the interface. The participant also

needs to be told what questions are coming up so they can prepare and keep a close eye on

the relevant UI elements.

Some of the challenges during the study were that the participants were not domain experts

but only had general knowledge about UAVs and the quick introduction they were given about

the topic. The research shows a learning effect on the system, but this was expected as it

was conducted with naive users. It will not be possible to avoid the learning effect unless the

features are tested by domain experts using systems that are already used daily. For future

work in this, a more prolonged study could be conducted on interfaces already deployed and in

use, and perhaps even be tested in more life-like scenarios.

Doing SAGAT many times during a run-through of an interface over several interfaces also

takes a lot of time, and paired with the NASA-TLX questions, and the performance measure-

ments, the overall length of the study increased. To go in-depth with situational awareness,

it would be beneficial to conduct a survey with situational awareness as the sole dependent

variable. To combat fatigue in a lengthier study, it would be plausible to use a between-group

design. However, this would require more participants. During this study, the participant was

allowed to look at the interface while answering the SAGAT questionnaire. However, it might

give interesting results to hide the interface and force the participant to rely on his memory.
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8.2 Features

During the research, design of the user study, and the feedback from the participants, a collec-

tion of features have come up which might improve the interface and give a better overview of

the situation for the operator.

8.2.1 Heatmap

To give the operator a better understanding of what has been searched and how recently, a

heatmap could be drawn over the map marking where the UAV’s have flown and what would

have been inside their field of vision. One of the participants also brought this up in the post-

study interview, that they thought it would be nice to see which areas had been searched.

Drawing a heatmap does require some thought, as the system is intended for maritime envi-

ronments. This means that factors such as wind and stream can actually change an already

searched area, and the person in the water is also under constant movement. So an area

already explored can suddenly be changed entirely, and the missing person can appear in an

already searched area. To accommodate this, a heatmap that moved with the current could be

implemented, or the heatmap could slowly disappear based on how long ago the UAV searched

the area.

8.2.2 Personalization

In (Hocraffer and Nam, 2017) it is explained how adapting the interface to the user can increase

performance and reduce errors. This can be done by a completely custom interface for the spe-

cific user or let the user choose what they want to see and how the interface should act during

certain situations. In this study, nine out of ten participants choose the intrusive interface as

the preferred one, as it made them feel secure that they had not missed the person. As one

participant expressed with the peripheral interface, he might have reacted right away on it. Still,

he was uncertain when the pop-up appeared and afraid that he might have overlooked it for a

time, leaving the person in the water. So for him, this gave him doubt in his actions. However,

the study was not conducted on expert users, and it is a possibility that a user who is used to

the stressful situation might find the peripheral better.

So, therefore, it could be worth considering not constricting the interface to one or another

approach but letting the users of the interface personalize it to fit them best.
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8.3 Future User Studies

As a future work of this project, it would be highly relevant to conduct additional user studies.

The user study that has been conducted tries to measure performance, situational awareness,

and human workload all in one study. A suggestion for future studies could be to split it up into

three studies, one measuring each of the three areas.

In terms of measuring performance and human workload, the user study that has been con-

ducted and documented in Section 5.4 and 6 yielded good results even though it was conducted

on näive users. However, only measuring operator performance or human workload involving

more than the ten participants who have a better knowledge of the topic could produce different

results.

However, when talking about situational awareness, the user study was not able to show any

effect. One of the reasons here is the wrong execution of the SAGAT method. A study that only

focuses on situational awareness and has a well-designed SAGAT questionnaire has a good

chance of yielding better situational awareness results. This is a clear-cut future work as this

study failed to show an effect on situational awareness. In the ideal world with no COVID-19

restrictions, further user studies should involve more participants than ten as it is easier to get

better results if more participants are involved. When more participants are involved, the effect

of outliers is minimized, which is crucial.

It could also be possible to refine and develop a more functional prototype, which could be

used for field testing in collaboration with search and rescue experts. This would help verify

the processes and identify any issues that might arise using the new capabilities offered by the

system.
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This project studies the differences in situational awareness, human workload, and perfor-

mance between a conventional human swarm interface and two predictive human swarm in-

terfaces for maritime SAR operations. This was done through a prototype system capable of

monitoring a swarm of UAVs using an interface specifically built for the incident commander.

While the system made in (Jensen et al., 2020) which this system is built upon, can link up to

real UAVs using embedded software created with the system, this study was conducted using

simulated live video feeds from UAVs and scripted UAV moment. But in the future, a study

using actual UAVs could be done.

Section 5.1 explains how functional and non-functional requirements were gathered using the

work from (Jensen et al., 2020), which were then used to develop the artifact contribution

namely the research platform suitable for the user study. Section 5.4 describes the setup of the

conducted user study and procedure that followed. The study results are presented in Chapter

6, and the outcome and any factors influencing the results are discussed in Chapter 7.

The study focuses on situational awareness, human workload, and performance. The study

revealed a significant difference in performance between the interfaces using a three-way

ANOVA. And a Bonferroni post hoc test showed the predictive intrusive interface to be the

best performing interface. The study also uncovered a significant difference in three of six cate-

gories of workload measurements: Mental demand, Performance, and Effort. Once again, the

predictive interfaces showed the best results. The study was not able to reveal any significant

difference in terms of situational awareness.

There are more studies to be conducted in these areas, especially within the subject of situa-

tional awareness. Talks about future studies can be read in Chapter 8 where the group attempts

to convey the essential factors which could help set up better studies for these subjects in the

future.

This report also has a theoretical contribution a list of design implications as seen in Chapter

7. These implications are collected from the study and the three expert reviews and serve as a

good starting point for future Human Swarm Interfaces.

This master thesis concludes in an empirical contribution saying that the predictive interfaces
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reduce mental demand, give a better mental performance, lower the effort required i.e. de-

creases human workload. It also decreases reaction time compared to the conventional inter-

face. No findings regarding situational awareness can be made from the study.
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A.1 Sprint One

This section covers the first implementation sprint, which focus were on the user interface and

getting it to fulfill the requirements for the IC, as well as incorporate some of the feedback

received on the interface in (Jensen et al., 2020). The sprint took place from February 18th to

March 3rd.

A.1.1 Planning

According to the project plan the purpose of the first sprint was to implement the graphical

changes which were elicited in the previous semester and from the interviews conducted in

section 5.1.1. These changes were summarized to a requirement list in section 5.1. The group

used planning poker in accordance with scrum to evaluate the time necessary for each user

story. For the first sprint, knowing the the amount of story points the group is able to complete

during a sprint can be difficult as there is no previous sprint data to to rely on. The goal was

set to 20 story points to accommodate for the decrease in group members compared to the 30

points goal from last semester.

The user stories chosen were all related to the frontend to change the interface into one that is

specific for the IC. the stories are seen in Table A.1
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# User story Story points System

1 As IC, I want the live feeds bar to be at the bottom, to utilize the screen size

better.

5 Frontend

2 As IC, I want to be able to navigate the interface using physical inputs, so I

can use it in my work environment.

3 Frontend

3 As a developer, I want a more smooth updating of the drone positions, so

the page doesn’t appear to be reloading.

2 Frontend

4 As IC, I want the orientation of UAVs and boat showed, so I know which

way they are searching.

2 Frontend

5 As IC, I want relevant information about the UAVs next to the UAV, so I can

get an orientation about the swarm.

2 Frontend

6 As IC, I want to be able to enlarge a live feed by double clicking it, to allow

an even greater view.

2 Frontend

7 As IC, I want to be able to see the entire search area on the map, so I know

where the UAVs will search.

1 Frontend

8 As IC, I want the boat to be visible on the map, so I know the rescue team’s

location.

1 Frontend

9 As IC, I want the live feeds bar to put a live feed into focus when I select a

feed, to allow a better view.

1 Frontend

10 As a developer, I want the application as a PWA, so that the user can load

it onto their devices.

1 Frontend

11 As IC, I want the drone status bar removed, as it provides irrelevant infor-

mation.

½ Frontend

Table A.1: Sprint 1: User Stories

The total story points ended up being 20.5 which is very close to the points goal for this sprint.

the implementation of these stories will be covered in the coming sections and the stories are

reviewed in the section A.1.5.

A.1.2 Live Feed Bar Changes

This section covers the implementation of user story #1, #6, #9 from Table A.1, as they are all

concerning changes to the live feed bar.

The live feed bar itself was originally placed at the right hand side of the screen as a vertical

expendable menu as seen in Figure A.1. This functioned well on a PC monitor as it allowed

for more space for the map and could be hidden away when not needed. The design however

is not desirable on tablets as it requires scrolling to see all the feeds and it does not utilize the
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aspect ratio of a tablet in landscape mode.

Figure A.1: Old Overview Page

User story #1 will address this issue by implementing a horizontal live feed bar containing up

to eight live feeds without the need for scrolling. Having more than eight live feeds will however

require the use of a scroll feature. The new live feed bar will also contain a larger video frame

to allow a video to be put into focus by the IC which will be further discussed in the implemen-

tation of user story #9. The new live feed bar consists of five columns made in HTML, and the

first four columns have two feeds stacked vertically while the last column is a wider column with

only one video to make use of the available space.

As a continuation of user story #1 where the live feed bar was moved to the bottom of the

screen user story #9 was implemented. User story #9 states the the IC should be able to select

which specific which live feed should be shown as the selected feed on the right hand side of

the bottom bar. The prototype for the intended bottom bar is shown in Figure A.1.
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Figure A.2: The New Live Feed Bar

In Figure A.2 the new live feed bar is shown. The eight different live feeds are presented on the

left hand side of the bar and the focused live feed is presented in the enlarged feed on the right

hand side. Furthermore, it is seen that the fifth live feed has a green outline which indicated

that it has been put into focus by the operator. The operator can at any time change the focused

live feed to whichever feed he desires.

User story #6 states that a by double clicking a live feed it should be displayed in full screen

mode. Full screen mode is a simple popup with a video taking up about 90 percent of the

screen. The edges surrounding the video are darkened, but transparent to allow the user to

understand that the full screen video is a popup and that the previous is screen is still readily

available if the popup is closed. Full screen mode can be activated by double clicking any of

the feeds from the 4 columns with the vertically stacked videos. Double clicking the enlarged

video will, as of now, not bring up full screen mode, however this might change depending on

user feedback. The full screen mode can be seen in Figure A.3
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Figure A.3: The Full Screen Mode

A.1.3 Map Changes

From the interface feedback in (Jensen et al., 2020), it was decided to redo some of the ele-

ments about the drones and the map in the interface. For the IC the UAV status bar took up a lot

of space showing some not to relevant information for his tasks, so this lead to User Story 11 in

table A.1. However the IC still needs information about the UAVs, and based on last semesters

feedback it was decided to visualize the UAVs view, show relevant information next to the UAV

on the map but also show the boat’s position on the map, which are stories four, five, seven,

and eight. The last user story for the map is story three, to get a more smooth interface with

moving markers on the map instead of blinking markers.

The first story completed was story three, which was a simple change in the way that the in-

terface updates the UAV information. The initial implementation had a list over the UAVs with

their relevant data. Each time the information was updated, this list would be overwritten with

a new list containing the updated information. This implementation lead to the UAV markers

on the map blinking each time there was an update. The fix to get a more smooth updating

without blinking markers, was to go into the existing list and update the information on the UAVs

instead of overwriting. Just updating the relevant information on the UAVs stopped the markers
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for blinking as they were no longer being overwritten but just updated, which made the updating

much more smooth.

In order to get the boats position on the map, a service was created to retrieve the position of

the boat, but since we currently do not have a boat or anything in the backend to provide the

boats position, the service simply provides a hard coded position. However the service is made

such that it can easily use an API to get the position, and then the rest of the interface would

use that information instead automatically with having to make more changes. This is possible

by the service exposing an Observable containing the position, and when a new position is

available this observable will get the updated position. The map will create a new marker for

the boat, the same way as with the UAVs, anchored to the position in the observable. This way

when the observable changes, the marker for the boat moves with it.

With the boat on the map, the orientation of the UAV’s and the boat could be visualied. Here

orientation is the bearing of the UAVs and boat and a field of view. In order to achieve this a

second marker for each UAV had to be place on the map with the same position as the UAV,

the marker itself would be a dynamical created SVG triangle. The triangle would be created by

using the cosine and sine functions to get the missing two points of the triangle, which would

then be used in the SVG to form the marker.

To remove the status bar with the UAV information, the HTML tag which placed it on the page,

was simply removed. The code for the actual list and cards were kept as it could be useful later

as reference or implemented in a new way. But there should still be information about the UAVs

on the map, this was solved by placing the relevant information next to the drone on the map.

For the information displayed it was chosen that the bearing of the UAV should be displayed

along with the distance from the boat to the drone. The bearing between two points can be

calculated using the formula for the forward azimuth, which can be seen in Listing A.1.

1 public calulateBearing(lat1 , lon1 , lat2 , lon2): number {

2 const y = Math.sin(lon2 - lon1) * Math.cos(lat2);

3 const x =

4 Math.cos(lat1) * Math.sin(lat2) -

5 Math.sin(lat1) * Math.cos(lat2) * Math.cos(lon2 - lon1);

6 const rad = Math.atan2(y, x);

7 return Math.round (((rad * 180) / Math.PI + 360) % 360); // in degrees

8 }

Listing A.1: Forward Azimuth

The distance between two positions can be calculated using the haversine formula which gives
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the shortest distance over the earth’s surface. The implemented haversine can be seen in

Listing

1 public calulateDistance(lat1 , lon1 , lat2 , lon2): number {

2 const R = 6371e3; // earth mean radius

3 const Phi1 = (lat1 * Math.PI) / 180;

4 const Phi2 = (lat2 * Math.PI) / 180;

5 const DeltaPhi = ((lat2 - lat1) * Math.PI) / 180;

6 const DeltaLamda = ((lon2 - lon1) * Math.PI) / 180;

7

8 const a =

9 Math.sin(DeltaPhi / 2) * Math.sin(DeltaPhi / 2) +

10 Math.cos(Phi1) * Math.cos(Phi2) * Math.sin(DeltaLamda / 2) *

Math.sin(DeltaLamda / 2);

11 const c = 2 * Math.atan2(Math.sqrt(a), Math.sqrt(1 - a));

12

13 return Math.round(R * c); // in metres

14 }

Listing A.2: Haversine Formula

In order to display the information on the map, a slightly modified map popup was used. Nor-

mally when using a map you can click on a location and a small box will open with information

about it, we used that same box but made it always open, removed all styling from it so it was

transparent, and lastly removed the option to close it. This way we ended up just having the

text next to the markers, and it would move together with the marker.

The final map can be seen in Figure A.4.
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Figure A.4: The new map

A.1.4 Creating a PWA

The last two user stories 2 and 10, about having the interface as a PWA and able to use physi-

cal input to control the interface. A PWA or Progressive Web App is a web page which can be

saved as an app on devices. It includes functionality as caching, offline ability, and access to

native functions using web workers. Luckily setting up a Angular project as a PWA is a easy

process, and most of the work is automated. Angular have a CLI which can be used to add

PWA support to a project, the CLI will create the necessary files and modify configurations to

include the new files and enable the PWA. For this project we just went with the default config-

uration of the PWA that Angular configures, but otherwise it would be possible to change how

the caching works, and what the behavior should be when offline.

As the interface is indented to be used on a device with physical buttons on it, and in our study

an iPad Pro with a connected numpad, we needed the interface to be able to listen to for button
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presses. Luckily there is no difference in the way this is handled on a computer and a tablet,

so in our angular project a hostlistner was created to listen for keyboard events. It was then

made so that when the buttons 4, 5, 6, or 8 was pressed a white border could be moved left,

down, right, or up on the livefeeds. Enter could then be used to select a livefeed to be showed

in the larger view to the right, and if enter was pressed again the livefeed would open up on the

fullscreen mode, where enter again would close it.

One last thing before being able to fully run the PWA on the iPad was to get the backend hosted

on a server, as the local development servers on our computers was not reachable by the iPad.

A team member had a cloud server which was hosted by a 3rd party. The database and API

was setup and installed on the cloud server, as well as added as a system service so that the

API would always be running. With the Backend hosted, the iPad would be able to reach it

when using the interface.

A.1.5 Review

At the end of the sprint a review meeting was held to go over the implemented user stories

and see if there was something missing. The development team was done with the assigned

user stories halfway into the sprint, which made room to for other tasks, such as setting up the

backend on a hosted server so that interface could be compiled for the iPad.

As mentioned in Section A.1.1 the development team aimed for 20.5 points this sprint, which

was completed halfway though the sprint. The reason for this is a combination of having over-

estimated some of the smaller user stories, and setting the estimated points too low for a two

week sprint with full days as the development team do not have any lectures any more to ac-

count for. For sprint two the amount of story points chosen for the sprint can be increased to

accommodate for the experience gained in sprint 1.

A.1.6 Retrospective

After the review meeting, a retrospective meeting was held to look at the process. The devel-

opment team have worked a lot together before in the past, during that time have developed a

well functioning process for development. However this sprint was different, as in the start of

the semester the original team split into two teams working on two projects. This meant that

the development team this time would only consist of three members instead of the usual six

members.
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This lead to the belief that maybe less story points should be assigned to the sprints, as there

were less developers in the same two week sprints. A little though was given to the fact that

more time was also available for the team as there was no lecture to attend this semester,

but it’s impact was not fully factored in. Another problem the team had to overcome was that

pair programming had always been used, but being three members made it difficult to have

pair programming on all the user stories. Instead it was decided that on the bigger and more

complex stories, the team would assign two members to do pair programming, and the third

member would then work on the smaller stories which could easily be done by one person.

The development team also remained in the same voice call, even though working on separate

stories, so that one member would not have to sit alone, but also so that all members to follow

the stories and get feedback from all members.

A.2 Sprint Two

As the stories in sprint one was completed ahead of time, it allowed sprint two to start before

time. The sprint therefore took place from March 2nd to March 15th. The focus of the sprint

was to create the predictive elements in the system and prepare it for a user study.
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A.2.1 Planning

# User story Story points System

1 As a developer, I want a predictive layer on the live feeds, so the IC can be

notified about critical situations

5 Backend

2 As IC, I want to be notified about critical situations, so I can quickly respond

to them

3 Frontend

3 As a developer, I want the Test person to click on the map to move the boat,

and log the time and GPS of the click

2 Frontend

4 As a developer, I want the frontend to use the bearing from the backend,

so the drones show the correct bearings

2 Frontend

5 As a developer, I want a video feed to be able to trigger an action when

the video reaches a certain timestamp, so the interface can appear to be

predictive.

2 Frontend

6 As a developer, I want a script that changes the drones locations, so that it

appears they are moving.

2 Backend

7 As a developer, I want the drone that found the person to stop moving when

the predictive layer is activated, so the person pin can be set.

1 Frontend

8 As a developer, I want the person to be placed in front of the drone which

detected them.

1 Frontend

9 As a developer, I want the drones to start and stop when clicking the button,

so the demo can play.

1 Frontend

10 As a developer, I want the enlarged and fullscreen views to download the

stream at the specified time, instead of downloading the entire video.

1 Frontend

11 As a developer, I want a hotkey to toggle predictive elements in the inter-

face, so I can easily switch in the user survey.

1 Frontend

12 As IC, I want the found person to be displayed on the map, so I can rescue

them.

1 Frontend

13 As a developer, I want the drone that found the person to stop moving. 1 Backend

14 As a developer, I want the drone bearings to be in the database, so they

can be used in the frontend

1 Backend

15 As a developer, I want an endpoint to return 8 video URLs, so the frontend

can get the right videos.

1 Backend

16 As a developer, I want the survey videos hosted on the server, so the fron-

tend can use them.

1 Backend

17 As a developer, I want it to be possible to start and stop the demo, so I can

ask the test person questions.

½ Frontend

Table A.2: Sprint 2: User Stories
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For the second sprint, the amount of story points aimed for was increased from 20 to 25 in

compliance with the Sprint 1 review in Section A.1.5. The stories focused on getting the system

ready for the user study in terms of demo functionality and system architecture. Changes were

made to the backend to simulate an active mission, and machine intelligence was applied to

the live feeds. The frontend got tweaked to make the simulated mission seem as authentic

as possible. The most significant changes will be discussed in the following sections. The

total amount of planned story points ended up being 26.5, which is slightly above the aim, but

considering the early completion of Sprint 1, it should not be an issue.

A.2.2 Livefeed Intelligence

To enable the detection of people in the water the system must implement a machine intelli-

gence model which can be applied to the live feeds. In a real setting the feeds must go through

this model in real time to do object detection, however for the demo it is sufficient to run pre-

recorded videos through the model and simply use the saved output in the demo itself.

For this a pre-trained model, using the YOLOv3 model which is a FCNN was used. The trained

model is used for general object detection, but for this it will only be used for detecting people.

In order to run the model on the videos, a program called DarkNet was used. DarkNet would

run the model on the video frame for frame and draw bounding boxes on the found objects, but

it would do it for all the detected objects. Instead of changing the model to only detect people,

the source code of DarkNet was changed such that it would only draw the box if the label was

"person".

A.2.3 Backend Changes

This section will describe the implementation process of the most important user stories from

Section A.2.1 related to the backend. The backend has undergone a few changes during Sprint

2 in preparation for the user study, including taking care of live feed URLs’ delivery to the front

end and a demo service.

Live feed URLs

Up until Sprint 2, the URLs of the live feeds shown in the frontend have been statically defined

in the code. However, it was necessary to make a more dynamic URL delivery to enable a

switch between the predictive videos and the non-predictive videos. It was also essential to

make sure the list of live feeds only included one video with a person to avoid confusing the
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study participant. This is done by grabbing a random video from the videos, including a person

from either the predictive or non-predictive list. The rest of the list is filled up with videos without

a person, resulting in the frontend receiving seven clean videos and one video with a person.

Demo Service

Since the demo will occur without real drones flying in the air, it is necessary to simulate virtual

drones realistically. To accomplish this, the backend will run a demo script when enabled by

the frontend. The demo script will run asynchronously on the ASP.NET server and is controlled

through the REST requests. The demo service has a substantial amount of functions to make

it work, but this section will provide an overview of the overall functionality. When a StartDemo

request is received from the frontend, the script will start going through a loop which can be

seen in Listing A.3.

1 private void DemoLoop ()

2 {

3 // Continue looping untill a cancel is requested

4 while(! _cancellationToken.IsCancellationRequested)

5 {

6 int i = 0;

7 foreach (DemoDrone drone in _demoDrones)

8 {

9 //Skip if paused

10 if (drone.Paused)

11 {

12 i++;

13 continue;

14 }

15

16 // Advance the drone by one step

17 AdvanceDrone(drone , i++);

18 }

19

20 Thread.Sleep(_stepDelay);

21 }

22 }

23 }

Listing A.3: The Main Demo Loop

The loop goes through the list of drones and calls the AdvanceDrone method as seen on line

17. If the drone is currently paused, it will be skipped and remain in its current position. Line

20 calls the Sleep method with a set interval of 2000 ms, which indicates the update rate. The
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AdvanceDrone method sets the drone coordinates to the next set of coordinates on its path. If

the drone’s current path is complete, then a new path will be calculated given a bearing and a

distance. The new position is then updated in the database. The AdvanceDrone method can

be seen in Listing A.4

1 private void AdvanceDrone(DemoDrone drone , int droneIDX)

2 {

3 if (drone.Linecoords.Count == 0)

4 {

5 double nextBearing = drone.Reverse ? _droneBearings[droneIDX ,

drone.CurrentStep , 0] + 180 : _droneBearings[droneIDX ,

drone.CurrentStep , 0];

6

7 // Calculate the next line of points

8 drone.Linecoords =

9 GetNextPathLine(drone.DroneObj.CurrentPosition.Latitude ,

drone.DroneObj.CurrentPosition.Longitude ,

10 nextBearing , _droneBearings[droneIDX , drone.CurrentStep , 1]);

11

12 [...]

13 }

14 var nextCoords = drone.Linecoords.Dequeue ();

15

16 [...]

17

18 //Set Coords to the next coords on the path

19 drone.DroneObj.CurrentPosition.Latitude = nextCoords.Item1;

20 drone.DroneObj.CurrentPosition.Longitude = nextCoords.Item2;

21 drone.DroneObj.CurrentPosition.Bearing = bearing;

22

23 // Update the drone in the DB

24 _droneService.UpdateDrone(drone.DroneObj.UUID , drone.DroneObj);

25 }

Listing A.4: The AdvanceDrone Method

Line 3 checks if the current path is empty, and line 5 calculates the next path by using the

formula presented in Listing A.5. The new coordinates are then taken from the front of the list

on Line 14, and the drone is updated in the database on line 24.

1 private Tuple <double , double > GetNextCoordinate(double l1, double lg1 , double b,

double d)

2 {

3 b = ToRad(b);

4 l1 = ToRad(l1);

5 lg1 = ToRad(lg1);
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6

7 double l2 = Math.Asin(Math.Sin(l1) * Math.Cos(d / _R) + Math.Cos(l1) *

Math.Sin(d / _R) * Math.Cos(b));

8 double lg2 = lg1 + Math.Atan2(Math.Sin(b) * Math.Sin(d / _R) *

Math.Cos(l1), Math.Cos(d / _R) - Math.Sin(l1) * Math.Sin(l2));

9

10 return new Tuple <double , double >(ToDeg(l2), ToDeg(lg2));

11 }

Listing A.5: The GetNextCoordinate Method

The formula is an implementation of (Veness, 2020) which calculates the next point given a

starting latitude and longitude, distance, and a bearing. This formula is called several times

to calculate several coordinates along a long straight path until the next turn. When a turn

occurs, the formula is given a different bearing, and the process repeats itself as a result of the

DemoLoop method. The script updates the drones live in the database, which is then retrieved

by the frontend. The drones will continue to fly in the simulated path until the demo is stopped

and reset.

A.2.4 Frontend Changes

Coming from Sprint 1, the frontend was in a good state with only a few elements missing to be

able to perform in the intended way. One change that was made, was to have the drones use

the bearing from the database instead of getting a randomly assigned bearing. This was made

possible as the backend had been updated to contain bearings, which is described in Section

A.2.3.

One essential element that was missing was the ability to show a located person on the map,

therefore a service was made which would be used to obtain the position of a located person,

which would be a static position as the backend did not support this functionality. A new marker

could then be placed on the map listening to the location of the service.

Predictive System

A new part of the system implemented in this sprint, is the predictive service and its connecting

elements in the interface. The predictive service has two data streams or observables which

the rest of the system can listen to. The first observable exposes a boolean value representing

if the predictive elements should be active. The second observable exposes the data about the

prediction, which is the index of the drone which has activated the prediction service.
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The predictive service also has an exposed timestamp, which correlates to the timestamp of

a person appearing in the drone feeds. Each video feed will then use this timestamp to know

when to activate the predictive service.

1 onPlayerReady(api: VgApiService) {

2 this.playerApi.emit(api);

3

4 this.source.pipe(take (1)).subscribe ((url: string) => {

5 if (url?. includes('out')) {

6 interval (100).subscribe (() => {

7 if (

8 api.currentTime < this.pred.TIMESTAMP + 0.5 &&

9 api.currentTime >= this.pred.TIMESTAMP

10 )

11 this.pred.enablePredictive(url);

12 });

13 }

14 });

15 }

Listing A.6: LiveFeed Component

The function in Listing A.6, which is executed when the video player is ready to play, will look

at the name of the video it has been assigned on line 5. If the video name contains the word

’out’, it is an indication that this video have been though the CNN explained in Section A.2.2,

and that when this video reaches the timestamp the predictive service should be activated. On

line 6 a subscription which will run every 100ms is created, which will check if the time of the

video have reached the timestamp. The check have been made with a small interval of 0.5sec,

to ensure that check activates. If the check is inside the interval the predictive service will be

activated with the video which then in the service is matched with the drones to get the index.

Figure A.5: Info Card

After the prediction service has been activated a

few things are connected to it, which will then be

enabled in the interface. The first thing is the per-

son marker, this marker will only be shown if the

service is active. The next thing that will activate is

an info card which will inform the user that a drone

has found something, which can be seen in Figure

A.5. The card has three options, the first is to con-

firm the prediction and close the card, while the

person marker remains. The second option is to
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ignore the prediction, which will remove the card and person marker by disabling the predictive

service. The last option, view, will open up the fullscreen view with the video.

User Study Preparations

This section discusses the changes implemented in the frontend to accommodate for the up-

coming user study of the system. The upcoming user study is not intended to take place in the

system’s natural setting i.e. in the rescue boat. Therefore, the system needs to simulated a

number of activities in order to accommodate for that fact. The first change made to the fron-

tend to simulate a real world SAR operation is that the operator can now navigate the boat by

clicking on the map. On Figure A.6 a picture of an ongoing demo is shown, here the operator

has selected to move the boat. User story 8 was also implemented which enables visualization

of a persons position when the system detects a person in the water which is also seen on the

figure. The drone that detects the person in the water will stop moving and monitor the person

until the search is recalled.

Figure A.6: Dashboard: Boat moving

For the purpose of conducting user studies and measuring situational awareness the functional-

ity to start and pause a demo has also been implemented. The functionality of pausing a demo

is essential to be able to evaluate situational awareness since it’s part of the SAGAT method to

do user surveys during the study. The button to do so is seen in Figure A.6. Furthermore it is

also possible to toggle the system between being in predictive and non predictive mode. This

enables easy switching between the two modes as they are to be compared performance wise
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in the user study.

A.2.5 Review

At the end of this sprint a review meeting was held. Here the development team went over

the user stories selected in the planning meeting, these stories are seen in Section A.2.1. The

development team implemented all the selected user stories within the allocated time slot for

this sprint, actually it was completed one day in advance.

In Sprint 1 20.5 story points was planning and implemented a head of time. Therefore, more

story points were planned for the second sprint namely 26.5 story points. All 26.5 story points

were also completed in this sprint. The development team estimates that it is a fitting number

of story points for future sprints.

A.2.6 Retrospective

After the conclusion of the second sprint, a new retrospective meeting was held. A few things

had been done a bit differently compared to the first sprint. This sprint contained a lot of smaller

assignments, so instead of utilizing pair programming all the time it was only used when a mem-

ber had a problem. The rest of the time, each development member had their own story. The

team continued being in a voice call all day, in order to discuss or ask question about the tasks.

Since pair programming was not used it was important to be more detail oriented when doing

code reviews before code was merged with the code base.

After the sprint the development team agreed that this sprint could be the last development

sprint unless new discoveries are made, as the system is now in a state that could be used for

a study. If there was to be more development it would just be minor corrections or additions to

make it fit the tasks of the study, but at this time the exact tasks are unknown but the system

should be able to accommodate most tasks with minor changes as it is now.

A.3 Sprint Three

Sprint 3 took place from March 22nd to March 29th. The Sprint is a follow up to the discoveries

made while making a rundown of the planned demo as a few changes had to be made. The

sprint was only half the length to accommodate for the smaller amount of story points.
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A.3.1 Planning

The planning for Sprint 3 was straight forward as the user stories were already known before

the planning started. The stories were elicited from the demo rundown which revealed a few

flaws which had to be corrected before putting the demo to use. The user stories are relatively

small with 1 story point assigned to each story. This became a total of 10 story points which is

why only one week has been set aside for Sprint 3 instead of the usual two weeks. The most

significant changes include a new logging system for accurate measurements, a server side

boat implementation and the ability to stop drones. All stories are seen in Table A.3

# User story Story points System

1 As a developer, I want the frontend to be able to load the position of the

boat from the backend and also update its position when clicking the map

with a hidden key+mouse combination

1 Frontend

2 As a developer, I want the boat to be in the database with endpoints to load

and change its position

1 Backend

3 As an IC, I want to be able to enter fullscreen mode by double clicking the

enlarged video feed

1 Frontend

4 As IC, I want an option to stop a drone, so I can keep looking at potential

person.

1 Frontend

5 Reset not resetting everything 1 Frontend

6 Info card appears in non-predictive 1 Frontend

7 Fix card not playing 1 Frontend

8 As a developer, I want to try out an intrusive option of the info card, to see

if it works better in the study.

1 Frontend

9 Fullscreen view is black on iPad 1 Frontend

10 As a developer, I want to save logs from the frontend in the database, so i

can check them later.

1 Backend

Table A.3: Sprint 3: User Stories

A.3.2 Story Implementations

This section covers the implementation of the user stories presented in Sprint 3’s planning

section A.3.1. Since these are minor user stories i.e. they have all been assigned one story

point they are grouped into meaningful categories when discussing their implementation in the

remainder of this section.
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Intrusive Interface

As it was decided that there was to be two versions of the info card, the non intrusive and the

intrusive card, there needed to be a way for the study conductor to switch between the two

interfaces. The card itself was already made, and had a CSS class which would change its size

and position to be more intrusive. A listener for the key ’i’ was added to the list of key listeners

already active, this would then emit true on a event which the info card listens to. When the

info card receives true on this event, the CSS class would be appended the card, and it would

change to the intrusive info card.

Server Side Boat

After a discussion about how the IC was supposed to make the boat move it was decided that

instead of clicking on the map the IC would say the bearing and distance out loud. At this point

a study moderator would have to move the boat on a separate device to simulate the helm man

sailing the boat to the given location. To support this the boat had to be moved from existing

only on the frontend client to be a part of the database. Having the boat in the database would

allow for synchronization of the boat between multiple frontends. In compliance with user story

one and two, the backend had new endpoints made to get, register, update and delete boats

from the database. There is no simulation of the boat on the backend which means the calcu-

lations of the boat position is still handled by the frontend.

These user stories created a new table in the database called boats which include a unique

ID and a foreign key to a position in the already existing position table. The change of the

database scheme was handled by the EntityFramework as described in (Jensen et al., 2020, c.

5.2.1).

Stopping a UAV

In the predictive version of the interface the system will automatically stop the UAV in question

when the system detects a person in the water. However, in the the conventional version of the

interface no such intelligence is applied. Therefore, the functionality to manually stop a drone

has been added to the system. The intention is then, when the operator detects a person in

the water he/she should stop the UAV that has found the person in order to keep getting video

footage of the person during the remainder of the rescue operation.
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Logging System

To get accurate time measurements a logging system was implemented which allowed for easy

logging of actions in the frontend. The logging system adds and entry to the new logs table in

the backend. The logs table consists of a unique ID and a string which is received from the

frontend through the REST framework. At the time of implementation, actions such as start/stop

demo, click events of dialog boxes, and predictive triggers are logged with timestamps.

Bug Fixes

It was found that, even though the videos would start and play fine, on the desktop browser

when the fullscreen window was opened, the videos on the iPad did not. It was found that this

was due to the API event listen to, while firing on the desktop browsers each time the video was

ready to play, iPad OS was slightly different and did not fire this event. The fix was to change

to a different event which achieved the same, but the iPad would also fire, so the code was

changed from using the canPlay event to the loadedMetadata event.

A similar bug was that the video in the info card was not playing either when it appeared, this

was was a more simple fix as it simply just needed to listen to the API event, and then start

playing when it was fired. This was for some reason not implemented in the start.

Furthermore, it was also found that when double clicking the enlarged video feed it would not

be displayed in fullscreen mode as when double clicking one of the regular video feeds. This

was obviously a very minor fix, however it enhances the homogeneity of the system, as the

same thing now happens when each video feed is double clicked.

Another bug in the system was that the info card would still appear in the non predictive mode,

when it was not supposed to. To fix this a simple check was added to the code that activates

the predictive elements, to see if the predictive mode was set to true, and if not stop executing.

Lastly it was discovered that the functionality to reset a demo was not working properly as the

UAVs on the backend can only reset their position when they are not moving i.e. when the

demo is paused. Therefore, it is now ensured in the fronted that the operator pauses the demo

before resetting it.
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A.3.3 Review

After sprint three was concluded the user stories was reviewed again to make sure that every-

one had been made such that all problems found in the initial rundown of the demo was now

solved. Of the 10 issues which were found, all were fixed though the sprint, and the system is

ready to the next rundown before the actual study begin.

A.3.4 Retrospective

The Sprint 3 retrospective meeting was held shortly after the review. While changing the length

of a sprint is unconventional according to the Scrum method it was necessary due to the amount

of story points left in the backlog. Besides the change of sprint length, the rest of the sprint

went on as normal and no process model complications arose. This is the last sprint of this

project and no further changes to the process model will be necessary.
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A.4 User Study Protocol

In this section a detailed manuscript for the user studies are presented. It contains all content all

the way from the beginning to the end of the user study. It starts out with a detailed description

of the setting of the project, and the functionality of the system as well as the participants role

as IC.

A.4.1 Participant Brief

Hello and welcome to this study. The study is split into two parts, a training session and a study

session. The training session will teach you how to use the system by giving you instructions

on how to solve a set of tasks. In the study section you will then use the system to complete

a mission. You will be going through three different versions of the interface and you will be

asked to answer a few questions, both during the study and after the study. In this study you

are taking the role as an Incident Commander of an emergency service for maritime search

and rescue operations. This user study takes approximately 30 minutes.

The normal procedure for how such an operation is conducted can be seen on the left side

of Figure A.7, please read this procedure now and do ask question after if there is something

which is unclear.

The aim of this study is to improve this process and eliminate the need of usage of the heli-

copter. For this we will use a drone swarm which will help search the area, and you (the IC)

will be able to monitor this swarm using the provided interface. The proposed method utiliz-

ing the drone swarm can be seen on the right side of Figure A.7, and it is this procedure we

will go though with you today. More specifically the parts in the purple area, please read this

procedure now and again ask questions if there is something unclear for you.
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Figure A.7: Traditional vs drone operation
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The study starts with a person has called and reported that a person has fallen into the water

in Aalborg harbor. The operations manager at the central has called you, and after a drive you

are now on site of the incident on board the rescue boat. To locate the person in the water you

will be using the new drone rescue system which provides you with live video feeds from differ-

ent drones and a map of the area. The drones have already been launched by the operations

manager and are ready for you to use. This is where the rescue mission starts. Your job as

IC is to lead the rescue operation from the boat meaning that you will be monitoring the video

feeds in search of the missing person. If you identify a person in the water you are asked to

give the helmsman directions on how the reach the location of the missing person.

As you may have guessed the natural setting of a maritime SAR operation is obviously in a

boat on open water. Since this is a user study of a prototype system for research purposes this

study will not take place in it’s natural setting. The rescue operation will instead be simulated

as the video footage you are about to see. You will monitor and operate the interface at the

desk you are sitting at now using an iPad Pro and a connected numpad keyboard.

Do you have any questions so far about the study or the fictional situation?

A.4.2 Participant Training

The first part of the training session is a presentation of the interface that you are about to

monitor and operate. There are two main components of the interface the first begin the map

that displays the position of the eight drones as well as the position of the rescue boat that you

and your team will be located in. As you can see each drone has a distance and a bearing

associated with it. This is data that you are expected to say out loud in order to give the helms-

man directions. More specifically, when you locate a person in the water you should provide

the helmsman with the bearing of the drone that has found the missing person.

The last main component of the interface is the bar in the bottom of the screen, here the eight

video feeds are displayed. On the right side of the bottom bar you see a larger video feed this

is the selected video feed which means that it is a duplication of the feed which has a green

outline on the left hand side of the bar. Lastly you can make a video feed go into fullscreen

mode by double clicking on it or pressing enter on the numpad.

If you have any question please let me know, otherwise we will proceed to the training tasks.
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Training Tasks

1. When you feel ready please start the demo.

2. Select feed 3 to put it into focus.

3. Navigate to feed 6 using the numpad keys 4,5,6,8 to put it into focus using enter.

4. Make feed 6 go into fullscreen mode by either double clicking on it or pressing enter again.

5. Exit fullscreen mode.

6. Please put another drone of your choice into focus.

7. Now stop the drone you have selected by pressing the numpad key 0.

8. Tell the helmsman to sail to the stopped drone, by saying the bearing and distance of the

drone out loud.

9. Can you see anything different on live feed X?

You have now completed all the training tasks. Do you feel ready to precede or do you have

any questions?

A.4.3 Study

Now it is time for you to use the system in a real world scenario. Your objective as Incident

Commander is to find the person in the water as quickly as possible. The scenario ends when

the boat is at the location of the missing person. The tasks are on the paper in front of you

please read them. You will be asked to pause the demo twice during each run. Please let me

know when you are ready to start the scenario.

Conducting the Study

This section is repeated for each of the different interfaces

1. When you feel ready please start the demo.

2. Figure out which drone discovers a person, and stop the UAV.

3. Make the helmsman sail to where you determine the person is.

4. When the boat reaches the destination, please pause the demo.
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After 25 seconds: Please pause the demo, we have a few questions for you to answer. these

questions will just give us an idea of your understanding of the system. [Sagat]

After the person has been located : Please pause the demo once again, we will run through the

questions from before. [Sagat]

1. Before pausing the demo, how many UAVs were moving and how many were stopped?

2. What is the distance from the rescue boat (you) to UAV #7?

3. Which UAV is closest to the rescue boat (you)?

4. Have you located a person? (If yes, ask below)

(a) Which UAV found the person?

(b) Where is the person?

After the boat reaches the person: Alright, you can pause the demo now, you successfully

arrived at the person and was able to help them aboard the ship. Now I have a different set of

questions for you to answer, There are no wrong or right answers, so just fill them out as you

feel.
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Title Rating Description

Mental Demand Low ____________________ High How much mental and perceptual activity was

required (e.g., thinking, deciding, calculating,

remembering, looking, searching, etc.)? Was

the task easy or demanding, simple or com-

plex, exacting or forgiving?

Physical Demand Low ____________________ High How much physical activity was required(e.g..

pushing, pulling, turning, controlling, activat-

ing, etc.)? Was the task easy or demanding,

slow or brisk, slack or strenuous, restful or la-

borious?

Temporal Demand Low ____________________ High How much time pressure did you feel due to

the rate or pace at which the tasks or task

elements occurred? Was the pace slow and

leisurely or rapid and frantic?

Performance Poor ____________________ Good How successful do you think you were in ac-

complishing the goals of the task set by the ex-

perimenter (or yourself)? How satisfied were

you with your performance in accomplishing

these goals?

Effort Low ____________________ High How hard did you have to work (mentally and

physically) to accomplish your level of perfor-

mance?

Frustration Low ____________________ High How insecure, discouraged, irritated, stressed

and annoyed versus secure, gratified, con-

tent, relaxed and complacent did you feel dur-

ing the task?

Table A.4: NASA-TLX Questionnaire

A.4.4 Post Study

You have now been through the three different representations of the system, and we just have

a few last questions for you.

1. Which version of the interface did you prefer? (Conventional vs Predictive)

2. What did you like and what did you not like?

3. Did you prefer the peripheral or the centric info card?

4. What do you think of the size of the video feeds are they visible enough?
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5. What did you think about the colors of the UAVs and the boat on the map, do they make

sense?

6. Did you change your behavior/approach when you knew the interface would alert you to

possible people in the water?

7. Did you like the way the video feeds were represented, or could you imagine a better way

to do it?

8. Do you find the fullscreen mode useful?

9. Does the numpad navigation seem natural?

10. Was it clear for you which live feed belongs to which drone?

Thank you so much for participating and have a nice day.
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A.5 User Study Consent Form

Consent Form
The purpose of this study is to study UAV swarm interfaces utilizing predictive elements, and

how to present the findings of the predictive elements in a meaningful way. The study is split

in two parts, one training session and the actual study which will cover three categories of in-

terfaces. During the study, the participant will be asked few questions, after each completed

category the participant will be asked to measure their own performance on a provided form.

At the end of the study, there will be an interview to discuss the participant’s experience and

offer a chance for more feedback.

The participant can and is encouraged to ask questions about the study or the process at

any time during the study, or the facilitator after on the email provided at the bottom of this

document. The participant can choose not to answer one or more questions without any con-

sequences. The participant partaking is completely voluntary and can at any time decide to

stop the study without reason or consequences.

The participant is informed that all data recorded during the study, will only be used for the

project and will be anonymized such that there is no personal information linking the participant

to the data. The participant is furthermore informed that their anonymity will be ensured and

any information provided in the study will be classified.

The participant is informed that the study will be recorded, and actions taken in the interface

collected and that all data will be deleted when the project is over. The participant is further-

more informed that the recordings will be stored securely and will not at any time be published.

By signing this document the participant agrees to the above statements, and that their demo-

graphic information such as age and gender can be used in the project, as well as selected

screenshots or pictures from the study can be used in the project or possibly as part of a pub-

lished paper about the project.
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Participant Date

Facilitator Date

Contact Information:

HCI101F21@cs.aau.dk

A.6 General Requirements From Last Semester

1. The system shall help the operator maintain a low mental workload.

2. The system shall help the operator maintain a high situational awareness.

3. The system shall have high reliability as it is important that it does not freeze or crash

during a critical operation.

4. The system shall have high performance as time is critical.

5. The system shall provide a GUI capable of defining and adjusting search zones.

6. The system shall provide a GUI showing the position of each UAV on a map.

7. The system shall provide a GUI showing the status of each UAV in the system.

8. The system shall provide pop-ups during status changes to increase situational aware-

ness.

9. The system shall provide a REST API to allow the frontend to interact with the system.

10. The system shall provide the functionality to launch and recall the UAVs.

11. The system shall provide communication between the UAVs and the backend to provide

video stream, GPS coordinates, and current status.
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12. The interface shall not rely on scrolling, as it can make it difficult for the operator to find

the relevant information.

13. The interface shall only present information in numbers if absolutely necessary.

14. The interface shall avoid showing too much information, as it decreases situational aware-

ness.

15. The interface shall show a precise alternative for GPS coordinates, as they are hard to

communicate.

16. The interface shall show points of interest on the map to increase the situational aware-

ness.

17. The interface shall display UAV information next to the UAV’s icon, such that operators do

not need to search for the information.

18. The interface shall use instant pop-ups instead of notifications.
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